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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NKW ADVKRT1MCMK.NM THIS WKKK

Republican State Convention.
Libel for divorce—Nellie H Murphy.

Hancock County Savings Bank,

Adrar notice—Est Charles F Dunbar,
(tun-metal chain lost.
H P Hopkins—Groceries, etc.
Union Trust Co.
C W Grindal—Flour, groceries, meats, etc.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
New Gem theatre.
Bitckspobt, Mb:
Bucksport Nat'l bank.
Bangor, Me:
Sawyer Dental Co—Dentistry.

lO STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
y
Commenced business May 1,1ST3.

Ha5

paid Sixty-nine Semi-annual Dividends.

Xeit quarter begins March 1,

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
ELLSWORTH TOBT-OFFICE.
In effect Oct, 7, 1907.

AT

MAILS RECEIVED.
fEOM West-7.11 a m, 4.3*and 6.08 p m.
From East-1 lot a m, 12 06, 6.55 and 10.53 p ro
MAIL CLOSES AT POSlOtFlCB.
Gonvo East-6 SO a m, 4 and bM p tn.
Going West—11.43,11.90 a m, 3.30 and 9 pm.

and money

deposited on or before that
Home Savings Banks fur-

date goes on interest at that date.

nished when desired.

No

Sunday mall.

8. K.

Hinckley,

of Bluebill,

was

in tbe

city yesterday.
We
We
We
We

will sell for yon.
will rent for you.
will buy for you.
will certify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.
Write u&and we will ca 11 on you immediately

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

James E. Laffln is at borne from
N. H., for a vacation.

Mrs. W. A. Gove, of Winthrop, Mass.,
is tbe guest of Miss Eva E. Aiken.
J. T. Giles and wife have returned from
a visit of a few
days in Boston and New
York.

c. w. & ?Tl mason,
First National Bank

Main

FOR

Charles II. Leland has moved into his
store at the corner of Main and State

new

Bldg..

Street,

streets.

Ellsworth, Me.

/ Curtis R. Foster is entertaining a party
of Ellsworth men at Camp Ellis, Branch
pond, this week.

SALE

fppt of land altuato on south side and at foot of Soa street. Northeast Harbor,
gatin'. Thu lot of land la on ih« shore and title given to low-water mark.
H. W Carr property. Water street. Acres of Umd west aide High street, Ellsworth. Me.
Farm with buildings in good repair. Acres fine shore property. East Bluehlll, Me.
duel 1-2 *tnry house newly shingled ami patntod. New stable 28*32. New hennery 13x42
with six a«*s of umd mor® or leas ajl free from rocks, with never> fat ling well or water at the
*oor. Wood-bouse and carriage-house connected with the bouse; cuts five tons of bay. This
s a v« rv desir.ible location for summer borne, or for a market garden, helm: easily acessible
ki i^r Harbor markets, Situated at Lamolue, Maine, a out two ml.es from U. 0. Coaling
itattou.
At a bargain—the Sfmon Flood homestead at Surry, about :>o acres; i 12 story dwelling
Apply to C. W. A F. L. Mason.
ind suMe
>

;

W.

0.

FIRE

Berlin,

The sociable of Irene chapter, O. E. 8.
Manning hall last Wednesday1 evening
was well attended.

at

Calvin

Sargent,
He

was

J.
died

Sargent, son of Abram
yesterday, aged forty years.

unmarried.

E. Joy and Frank A. Stock bridge returned Saturday from a week’s visit in
Boston and New York.
E.

L)r.

ueorge R. Caldwell, of Somerville,
Mails., formerly of Ellsworth, was here a
few days the past week.

TAPLEY,

The Staples Piano A Music Co. has
moved from Franklin street to the Holmes
building on Main street.

INSURANCE.
ELLSWORTH.

A

leap-year dance will be given at rOdd
this evening by a number* of

Fellows hall

Ellsworth young ladies.
Capt. John A. Lord was among the
home people who attended the Ellsworth
reunion in Boston last week.

ANNOUNCEMENT
W> desire to announce to the public that we have moved
into our new and commodious store on Main Street,
■1 i'o-ite M. Gallert, Ellsworth, Maine. We have in
audition to our ritensive stock of

Pianos and Musical Merchandise
A COMPLETE LINE OF

EDISON

Phonographs and VICTOR Talking Machines.

Mrs. Herbert R. Holmes, Misses Helen
Holmes, Carrie Russell and May Studor
were at Orono Friday and Saturday.
There was no quorum at the city meeting last Wednesday evening, and further
recess was taken to Monday evening.
The Farewell dramatic club, of the Surry
; road, will present the drama, “Down
East,” at Rural hall, East Surry, Tuesday
evening, March 3.
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist
supper at Odd
Fellows hall yesterday afternoon and
evening. It was well attended.
Rev. V. F. Hendee and Mist Elizabeth
Springbam, deacon ness, are attending a
meeting of the East Maine conference
ministerial association in Bangor to-day.
church gave

full catalogue of disc and cylinder records. Free
We wish paruicerts every afternoon and evening.
ticularly to call your attention to our new catalogue of
our
tine line of
lOc
also
Music
at
McKinley
per cop>.
i*te Popular Music.
You are cordially invited to call
and hear the lateat Records and the newest songs.
■AIL ORDKRS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION.
llcl'lng your patronage, and assuring you of our earneet le«ire to give perfect satisfaction to all customers, we are.
Yours very truly,
A

|!

STAPLES PIANO A MUSIC CO.,
SLISWOSTM, MAINS.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

a

sale and

H. F. Maddocks, of North Ellsworth,
has snnounced his candidacy for delegate
from this congressional district to the
national democratic convention at Denver, Col.
Mrs. F. B. Aiken, Mrs. H. E. Rice, Mrs.
H. F. Whitcomb and Miss Eva Aiken
were guests of Mrs. E. B.
Church at a
Washington tea at Cherry field last Satur-

1
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society, was given Monday afternoon bj
Mias M. A. Qreely, on “The Work of tin
American Civic Association in its Relation
to Village Improvement Societies”.
Tin
talk was interesting, and proved an inspiration to the ladies of the Ellaworti

village improvement society
for work.

to

reorganise

The matter was talked ovei
informally at the close of Miss Greely’i
talk, and a meeting has been called to be
held next Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
at the home of Mrs. Henry M. Hall. All
ladies interested in this work are cordially
invited to be present.
The boys and girls of the Junior League
of the Methodist church wese pleasantly
entertained at the parsonage last Saturday
afternoon by Miss Elisabeth Sprlngham,
assisted by Mrs. Hendee and Miss Eva
Mayo. Games were played, and a Washington contest was entered into in which
Wesley Sowle was the winner of the prise.
As a souvenir of the occasion, each one
was presented with a Washington hatchet
and an American flag. Refreshments were
served, and the boys and girls left for
their homes after having spent a delightful afternoon. The Junior League, though
only recently organised, haB fifty members
now enrolled.
Great interest and enthusiasm are shown in the society, as it is the
only Junior League in the city.
A simple yet decidedly clever fastener
for wooden box covers has just been invented by Gilman P. Smith, of Bangor,
formerly of Ellsworth. Mr. Smith’s
patent, which he calls the Acme boxcover fastener, is made of
tough hoop
iron, and is so placed on the box and cover
that one attachment acts as a hinge while
the other serves as a
fastener, both binding and strengthening ihe box. It is an
matter
for anyone to put ‘on the
easy
entire equipment ingide of five minutes.
With this Acme fastener, no nailing of
covers is necessary, and boxes can be used
over and over again.
Although Mr. Smith
had the improvement of blueberry boxes
chiefly in mind when he worked ont this
device, yet it is equally good tor use on

OYAL
Baking Powder
The only Baking Powder made I
with Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
—made from grapes—

Insures healthful and

delicious food for every

j

home—every day
Safeguards your

food against
alum and phosphate of lime

Free Baptist Quarterly Meeting.
City Meeting.
The Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
meeting of the city government was
held Monday evening (or a hearing on the meeting will be held at the Mt. Desert
petition of the New England Telephone Ferry scboolboose, March 20-22.
A Telegraph Co. for right to locate poles
and wires on Third, Hancock, Central,
COMING EVENTS.
Water, Pine and Fourth streets.
ELLSWOBTH.
Objections was made by residents of Odd Fellows
building—New Gem theatre.
Hancock and Pine streets, and the comMoving pictures and illustrated songs;
pany through its representative withdrew
afternoons from 2 to 5; evenings from 7 to
its petition as relating to those streets.
10.
General admission, 10c.; children in
Action on balance of petition was deferred
the afternoon, 5c.
Programme changed
until the regular March meeting. Aid.
three times weekly.
Stuart and Curtis were appointed a comFeb.
26, at Odd Fellows
Wednesday,
mittee to go over the ground with H. E.
hall
year dance.
Leap
Admission, 35
of
the
Scribner,
company, and.report.
cents a couple; extra gentlemen, 15 cents.
of
F.
H.
McFarland
as
Resignation
Thursday evening, March 5, at Methomember of the board of registration was
The republican city com- dist church—“The lion and the Mouse,”
presented.
mittee presented the name of W. J. Clark presented by Ida Jenness Moulton, imper-

egg cases, berry crates, or any other
wooden containers which can be used
more than once.
The fasteners are very

A

inexpensive.
JAPANESE TOMBOLA.
Hancock Hall Transformed into a
Bit of the Flowery Kingdom.
The “Japanese tombola” at Hancock
hall last Wednesday and Thursday after-

noons and evenings was one of the
prettiest affairs in the line of~a fair given in
Ellsworth for some time. The hall, w’ith
its floral decorations and strings of lanterns, looked like a veritable bit of old
Japan, and the Japanese costumes of the
ladies presiding at the several booths added to t»e illusion.
In the centre of the hall was the Japanto fill the vacancy. The mayor heid the
ese
tea garden, a bower of westaria,
matter over until Tuesday morning, when
where Mesdames H. E. Rice, G. F. Newthe resignation of Mr. McFarland was
man, jr., Charles K. Burrill and R. J. Goodand Mr. Clark was appointed and
win poured tea made of the genuine accepted
I
article direct from Japan. The decorations qualified.
The resignation of Walter J. Clark as
of the tea garden, planned and executed
election clerk in w’ard 2 was accepted by
Mrs.
F.
who
was
T,
in
Grows,
by
charge the
board, and on the recommendation of
of this booth, were an artistic piece of
the republican city committee, George H.
work.
Brooks was appointed to fill the vacancy,
The other booths were also most attracA petition for a fire hydrant near Pond
j
the
ladies
in charge showing rare
tive,
was referred to the committee on
spring
The
taste.
ice-cream booth was in charge
fire department.
of Mrs. Stockbridge, Misses May Bonsey
and Ruth Goodwin; the mystery tree,
Fire at East Surry.
Misses Agnes A. Lord and Mary E.
Fire early Monday morning in the house
Holmes; the candy booth. Misses Ray N. of Capt.
Edward Dodge at East Surry,
Whiting and Leon ice H. Foster; the occupied by himself and his son-in-law,
cbaflng-dish booth, Misses Margaret L. Capt. Winfield Treworgv, and family,
Moore and Emma Fitts. There was also a caused serious damage. Capt. Treworgy
was severely burned while fighting the
booth for the sale of Japanese articles, fire.
House and furniture were badly
where Mrs. H. E. Davis and Miss Julia R.
damaged.

J

—

sonator and

Thursday,

musicial entertainer.

12—Masonic district
Ellsworth.

March

convention at

county.

1

_

presided.
Little Rachel Haynes, in the “Bunbonnet
day evening.
series” of poster pictures, won the hearts
me woman » auxiliary oi me woagre^aof all. Wednesday evening there was a
tional church met with Mrs. C. H. Hodgrepresentation of a wedding in Japanese
man Saturday afternoon, at the home of
high life, as a costume pantomime. The
Mrs. J. H. Brimmer. The next meeting
parts were taken as follows: The bride,
will be with Miss Sarah Alexander two
Helen Shute;
the bridegroom, Harold
weeks hence.
Gould; the go-between, Mrs. H. W.
is
Miss Muriel B. Davis
ill with diph- Haynes; the bridegroom’s mother, Mrs. J.
theria at the children’s hospital in Boston, A. Cunningham; his father, Leon B.
where she has been employed as nurse.
; Rowe; the bride’s mother, Mrs W. E.
Her condition, it is understood, is not Whiting; her father, W. A.
Alexander;
serious. Her mother, Mrs. H. E. Davis, bridesmaids, Marion Woodward, Bernice
left Monday night for Boston.
Eldridge, Alice Dresser, Erva Giles, MarThere will be a roll call of Nokomis garet llarrigan, Jessie Morang. Mrs. H. E.
Kebekah lodge, with a short musical pro- Davis and Miss Eva E. Aiken had charge
gramme, Tuesday evening, March 3, their of the play.
twelfth anniversary. All members are reThe entertainment was given under the
quested to be present. Refreshments will auspices of the February committee of the
be served after the lodge meeting.
Congregational society, which is as follows: Mrs. H. E. Davis, chairman; Miss
Bernice, the nine-year-old daughter of
N. Whiting, Miss Ruth Goodwin,
Keuben Treworgy and w ife, of the Surry Ray
Miss Agnes A. Lord, Miss Leonice H.
road, broke one arm above the wrist FriFoster, Miss J. A. Thompson, Miss Eva
day, while coasting. The sled broke |
K. Aiken, Mrs. C. R. Burrill, Mrs. F. T.
through the crust and the arm was caught •j
Grows, Mrs. H. E. Rice, Mrs. Albert F.
between the thick crust and the sled.
Stockbridge, Mrs. G. F. Newman, jr., Mrs.
The board of registration is in session
Roy J. Goodwin, Miss May Bonsey, Miss
at the aldermen’s room in Hancock hall Mary E. Holmes, Miss Margaret L. Moore
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Miss Emma Fitts.
and Saturday of this week—morning,
afternoon and evening. No new names
It. F. D. Carriers Organi/.e.
will be registered after 5 p. m. Friday.
Hancock county
At the meeting of
The semi-monthly meeting of the Cal- rural letter carriers held in Ellsworth last
W. H.
ender society of the Methodist church was Saturday those present were:
held on Monday evening at the home of Lovett, State secretary, of Lincoln Center;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Bonsey, Pine hill. H. W. Severance, South Brewer; George
F. H. McOapt. John Kief took a crowd in his two- Phillips (substitute), Surry;
burse sleigh and the rest went out in four Farland, H. L. Wheelden, C. J. Drummey,
one-horse sleighs.
Going and returning, Ellsworth; W. R. Egan, Surry; G. M.
the young people sang songs and tooted Staples, South Penobscot; J. E. Douglass,
The evening was pleasantly North Sedgwick; 8. A. McGraw', Surry;
the horn.
Just before F. E. Gray, Ellsworth.
spent in playing games.
Frank E. Gray was chosen president, S.
loeviug refreshments were served. This
H. L. Wheelevening marked the banner meeting of A. McGraw, vice-president,
the society, not only in point of numbers den, secretary and treasurer.
Executive committee—G. M. Staples J.
it ilso for the good time enpreset
Douglass.C. J. Drummey.
joyed by all. Over fifty were present, and E.Finance—
F. H. McFarland,
W. R.
several new' names were added to the
Egan, G. M. Staples.
>
roll.
Committee on constitution and by-laws
society
—F. E. Gray, 8. A. McGraw, J. E. DougThe last in the series of parlor talks at
lass.
the home of Mrs. L. A. Emery, under the
The meeting was adjourned until May
auspices of the Park street improvement
Cushman

GREEN LAKE.
A daughter was born to
noch ana wife Feb. 22.

—

STATE.

Wednesday, March 11, at Bangor—Convention of encampment Odd Fellows.
Thursday, April 30,1.30 p. m., at Portland
Republican State convention to
nominate delegates to national conven—

tion.

(Urfurtiumnitg.

>

SUGAR

Charles P. Ben-

Charles Foster and Mr. Gilbert
the Higgins camp fishing.

are

a

at Grindal’s.

here.

!

Amos Hardy and a few friends caught
| thirty-two pickerel at Rocky pond recently. Leslie Cutler and friends landed

pickerel. Willie Danico caught a
three-pound trout. Fred Grace has several trout and pickere 1 to his credit.
fifteen

2 lbs. Coffee
1 lb.

Garland is

James
about.

S.

Ralph
poison.

Garland

is

Garland

has

Nelson

25c

Sugar,

.50
.50

01.00
02.00

now

laid

at

Tea,

27 lbs.

LAKEWOOD.

I

lb.

at

A1 Harding, of Bar Harbor, who is hauling wood here this winter, has rented the
Hastings house and moved his family

|

and Sunday, March 20,
Ellsworth Free Baptist quarterly
21, 22
meeting at Mt. DeBert Ferry.

Friday, Saturday

able

up

by

to

be

wood

Buy

this Combination

at

been at work the

! past w’eek at Green Lake.
| School closed Tuesday for the spring
cation, after a ten weeks* term.

va-

Grindal’s

Alfred Garland has been at work for
I Scott Moore who is getting out his usual
i quantity of wood to haul to Ellsworth.

j

WATElt STREET.

CORNED BEEF 51 A POUND
-AT HAYNES’
—

making the greatest
just corned this beef
myself, using only the freshest and best of beef (not the tough
stringy kind). It is of delicious ilavor, tender and juicy—really you
Anil only 5c a pound. Your neighbors will
never ate better.
rush in for this bargain; you'd better get your order in to-day 1
For

Friday

and

Saturday

Corned Beef offer

J.

A.

ever

of this week I am

made in Ellsworth.

I

HAYNES, “Cash Down” Grocer, Ellsworth, Me.

I*rayer Meeting Topic Tor the Week
Beginning March 1, 1908.
By REV. S. H. DOTI.E.
Topic.—Songs of the heart.—III. How
Qod leads men.—Pe. xxiil.
Cmler the general topic, "Songs of
the Heart.” we have already studied ns
special subjects (1) “What is true blessedness?” (2) “How God speaks to men.”
We now come to the third in the series. "How God leads men." The Scripture selected to illustrate God's leading of men is the Twenty-third Psalm.
This is one of the shepherd psalms of
It is undoubtedly one of the
David.
nost familiar of all the psalms of David, being the first that is usually
taught to the youngest child in the
home or in the Sabbath school. It is
also one of the most comforting psalms.
It Is not only recited by almost infant
voices who do not understand its deep
Significance, hut it is remembered and
repeated by the aged saints of God
When Id declining years they enter
“the valley of the shadow of death.”
Many dying saints of God have pillowed their heads upon these sacred
words and in peace have fallen asleep
SB death. If David bad done nothing
p-- than leave the world this brief
poetic gem, his life would have been
well worth living.
The Twenty-third Psalm emphasizes
(he fact that God does lead us, and this
of itself is no small fact. The pathway of life often seems to us so perplexing and so uncertain and its end
•o shrouded in mystery that we might
well at times give up in despair did we
not remember that the eternal God
lends us. He who is able to make the
crooked path straight, to unravel the
most perplexing problems of life, to
bring light out of darkness and joy out
or sorrow, is our guide and our leader.

Well, therefore,

may

we

place

our

hands in His and follow His leading,
unto Him:
Lead, Kindly Light, amid the encircling
gloom.

dally praying

Lead Thou

me on.

She night ia dark, and 1
Lea a

non

am

far from

me on.

Keep Thou my feet; 2 do not ask to see
Site distant scene—one step enough for me.
But, assured that the Lord does lead
us, we may ask, How does Ue lead us?
1. God leads us in the temporal affairs of life.
He leads us as a shepherd leads his sheep, and the obleet of
the shepherd's leading was to procure
food aDd drink for his flock. The orlental shepherd had no abiding place
for his flocks.
He moved them from
place to place that he might find green
pastures and still waters for them.
Thus God, our great shepherd, leads
us. "The Lord is my shepherd; I shall
not want.
He maketb me to lie down
In green pastures. He leadeth me beside the still waters.” The shepherd
provided abundantly for his sheep. So
does God for us if we will but trust
We shall not
Him and follow Him.
want.
Our tables shall be spread and
sufficiently supplied with good things
To many life is but a battle for bread.
It is a struggle for physical existence.
But these things to those who follow
God's leadership need cause no worry
or overanxiety.
"The Lord will provide.” He always has, and He always
will. Only trust Him, and all worry
over present or future provision for
temporal wants may be abandoned.
2. God leads us in the spiritual affairs of our lives. "He restoreth my
■out. He leadeth me In the paths of
righteousness for His name's sake.”
Xvery soul is dead In sin. God In
Christ restores our spiritual lives. AftWe
er restoration He perfects them.
no longer walk in the paths of sin, but
He leads us In the paths of righteousness end of peace. And when the soul
faces Its greatest crisis—dissolution
from the body—we may still lean upon
Him. “Tea, though 1 walk through
the valley of the shadow of death, I
will fear no evil, for Thou art with
And even beyond death God
me.”
etlll keeps us.
"I will dwell in the
house of the Lord forever.” How comprehensive the leadership of God—In
life, in death, In eternity! Why should
we fear? Why should we worry? Why
ehould we be overanxious? "Commit
thy way unto the Lord, trust also In
Him. and He shall bring it to pass.”
BIBLE READINGS.

Isa. xi, 9-11; Jer. xxiii, 3, 4; Czek.
xxxiv, 11-16; Ps. xxxvil, 5: iv, 22; Mark
11, 14; Luke xv, 1-10; John x, 1-16.
The Keystone President.
The Pennsylvania state union has
had many genial, hnstllng presidents
in the twenty odd years of its history,
but probably none more enthusiastic

EDITED BT

Its

Motto:

"AUMT VADOK'*.

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, It Is fsrtbecoro
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

communications

•

“H

n^TJe^*£?*H
moil***

•‘that nowaday.
man haa hi. price.”
-And
replied Senator Badger, “to
bait the time he can't get it.”

MASSAPAQUA, SOUTH BLUKHtlX.

°k

^
CS?
S

The AMEEICa*.
Ellsworth. Me.

_

WORTH WHILE

Addreaa of Welcome.Mr«. Louise Leach
Response.Henry Snow

’Tis easy enough to be pleasant.
When life flows along like a song:
But the man worth while is the one who will
smile
When everything goes dead wrong;
For the test of the heart is trouble,
And it always comes with the years.
And the smile that is worth the praise of
earth
Is the smile that

comes

through

Is the

one

Who doee the moat individually
to elevate the moral tone of the community, the teacher or the preacher?
Mra. Hattie Harriman. J. B. Wilton.
Malic.Boae Hntchina
duration: Resolved, That the farmer
who owna a good farm can make it
profitable to keep a hired mat. E. W.

The back is the mainspring of
woman's organism. It quickly calls
attention to trouble by aching. It
tells, with other symptoms, such as
Burrlll, Maaael Oaaper.
nervousness, headache, pains in the Recitation.C. N. Cnrtla
loins, weight in the lower part of
LAMOIXE.
the body, that a woman's feminine
Lamoine grange held an intereating
organism needs immediate attention.
In such cases the one sure remedy meeting Feb. 18, with aixty-one prevent.
which speedily removes the cause, The Brat and second degrees were conand restores the feminine organism ferred on two candidates and the fourth
to a healthy, normal condition is degree on one. An interesting programme
was presented, and the topic, “What is the
LYDIA
beat food for cowa to produce the beat results?’’ was discussed by Ralph Young
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
vt—,
win
a.
Henry Bartlett.
of 6
Mrs.
Will
Columbia

tears.

that resists desire.

By the cynic, the sad. the fallen.
Who had no strength for the strife,
The world’s highway is cumbered to-day;
They make up the item of life.
But the virtue that conquers passion.

Ave-, Rockland, Me.,

will be

McCloud, Cal., Feb. 9.
Dear Aunt Madqe:
1 wonder if you have room and welcome for
another “sister”? I do enjoy reading your
column, especially, in my
home
paper
although it reaches me nearly two weeks
later than it is printed. 1 am making a recipe
book of your excellent cooking recipes, as I
find they never fail to be good. I am sending
you a favorite recipe for “tntti frutti jelly”
which is very easily made and is delicious.
tutti rairm jelly.

Soak half a box gelatine in [one-half pint
cold water for ten minutes, then add one pint
boiling water, juice of three lemons and one
and one-half cops sugar; strain when beginning to stiffen, put a layer of the jelly in a
dish, then a layer of sliced bananas, another
of jelly, one of sliced oranges, one of 3elly and
one of grated cocoannt, and finish with
jelly.
Set on ice to cool.
I hope this recipe will meet with approval
by the sisters. With sincere regards from a
sister in the far West.
Pit.

Neighborhood Favorite.
BANNER.

E*

speaking

Charles,

of

Harbor, Maine,

bitters,

Electric
save: “It is
neighborhood favorite herewith os.” It
deserves to be a favorite
It
everywhere.
gives amok relief
ratio# in
in rfnanAn.:.<'K__
of

a

dyspep.!.,'river'com-

plaint,
kidney derangement/1
■-j
—-—malnutrition,
n.PCAnimaau
__I
narvonsness, weakness and general debility. Its action on the blood, as a thorongh purifier, makes it especially useful as
* *P'in* medicine.
This grand alterative
...

-___

1

tome is sold under
guarantee
Moobe g drug store. 50c.

at

E. G.

was

from
were

A

fine

programme

presented. Visitors were present
Highland grange. Cake and coffee
served.

it Here.

Btckrtl

Testimony.

Don’t take oor word for it.
Don't depend

on a

atranger', »uUm,

Read KUaworth endornement.
Read the atatementa of

KlUwortk

at

ten*,

And decide for yoareelf.
or ft:

Prank E. Fernald,
employed tt C l,

Trewor*y’s

mill,

saw

and

living at E
“Off and on
two or three year* I have been
with attacks of backache. At

!

worth

Me.,

wjri:

tiooi

from

varied

pain.
•evere

and it

dull

a

to

acne

a

mod

Uit election day I had one of
Ik
spells, could hardly stand the m
waa

difficult

to stoop over
v
If I aat down it «u

straighten up.

to rise again. I read a good d«l
ib*
! Doan'a Kidney Pilla curing backache uf
got a bo*. The use of this one ba

|

effected

a cure

and

I

was

quite free

the trouble until the fall

1

w hen 1
notial
aymptoma of a recurrence. I went tol
Q. Moore's drug store and got s brad
Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 hey gate a

almost immediate relief and warded d
the attack.”
For sale by all dealers.

Price SO cash

_

BAY81DE. RLUTWORTH.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y i*
agents for the United States.

Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Feb. 20; seventy-six present, including
Remember the name-Doau'i-md uh
“America;” sketch of Washington’s life,
and no other.
Ohio, so I have a nearness westward. 1 hoped
Nellie Crabtree; Mount Vernon, Nancy twenty-three visitors from Lamoine
to meet you at the picnic last year, but could
Nicolin granges.
Memorial resolutions
Valina Stratton, Amy Stratnot make arrangements to be there.
I shall Young; song,
were passed on the death of Sister Estelle
lUiliMBff anil Suamtmua
ton and Emma Ball; recitation, Maude
make an extra effort next summer.
1 never
Ray-Wiggin. Six candidates were inhave met you. but feel acquainted, as I have Bowden; readings, Carolyn Foss, Clara
structed in third and fourth degrees. A
heard my John speak of you many times, Johnson; recitation, Lula Crabtree.
also many other of your townspeople.
At the next meeting the third and fourth harvest supper was served. The follow irg
I wonder if any of the M Li's tried the sugar degrees will be conferred on three candi- programme was presented: Music, Kate
doughnut rule I sent; raise over night, sweet ; dates, followed by a harvest
Hooper; dialogue, G. W. Alley and Alfred
supper. Baymilk, with teaspoon of soda and no cream tar- side
Smith; recitation, Ivory Frazier; song,
1907.
Commencing Nov
grange is cordially invited to be prestar? I was without milk the other night, and
W. L. Pratt; story, Clifton Woodward;
BAR HARBOR TO BANG0&ent at this meeting.
used a cup of water and had good results. Of
conundrums, Bernice Lancaster; music
course 1 used a
little shortening, one-half
BAR HARBOR.
1*0 30 IB.
(vocal), Gracia Hooper; story, Scott Sorrento.
GREENWOOD, EA3TBBOOK.
10
teaspoon of butter, melted; then I used
Bullivan.
4 50.
Harriet
muaic
At
the
Eatey;
exhibition,
of
Greenwood
Trim;
water instead of milk, because I was without
regular meeting
Ml DcsertKerry.
5 9 H#
11 »
Florence
remarks
Feb.
(vocal),
to
make
a
loaf
of
cake.
satismembers
and
one
Tinker;
by
milk,
grange
22, forty
Yerj
nr iff Ml
WukracH Ky..
til 40 5 * HI
Everett Hancock.
visitor were present. At the next meeting ftelpb Young, Kate Hooper,
factory results with that, too.
Franklin Road
til 41 '5 JO HI
Do any of the M. B’s get flour on top of their there will be work in the third and fourth Tinker and other visitors.
11 00 llg$: *5 47 HI
Waah’ft'a Jane
biscuit, cookies and pie crust? I do, and I
ELI-LBWORTH
11 07 11 05 5 5* HI
degrees. Each member is requested to
11 12 12f!0 4 « HI
bought a paint brush about three inches
Our Heavenly Father in His om- Ellsworth Falls,
Ii'hertaa.
in
to
a
bring
something
Nlcoltn.
help on
pro»: Ugll + 1»-*til
wide, and use it to brush the flour off with, It
and

glad to

Dear Aunt Madge and M. B.'s
I, with the other*, am enjoying the letters
to the column and have
thought many times
I would send a letter, especially when I have
discovered anything new, to me. I have
just
been looking at the picture of the clan that
was taken at the reunion, and there are several in the twenty-nine that I can't call to
my
mind. Perhaps if we had had a reunion this
year I might have readily recalled the faces.
I knew our dear Aunt Madge and Aunt
Maria. Say, Aunt Maria, there are no autos
on the road now; why can’t
you come and see
me. and make the visit you have
promised?
I'd be delighted to have you. And, S. J.
Y.,
some of the nice days I’d like to see
you drivaud
in,
where
is
ing
Ann ? I do not live very
far from you, Aunt Emma, although I do not
remember meeting you, but I have
enjoyed
your letters to the column and the selections
you have sent. I’d like to have every one of
the M. B.'s come to see me.
How much good cheer Janet is
sending out.
Meb, I am going to answer your good letter
soon.
I was in Bangor when it came;
my
John sent it to me. When I came home we
both enjoyed it. Dell, I am for
temperance,
too, to-day. to-morrow and for all time. How
much need for every mother to be alive and
teach her children the awful, terrible calamity that may follow just one glass. It is a
question that has no end.
Susan, I have the pleasure of living in the
town where you spent your childhood

two candidates.

on

mg-down feeling, flatulency, indiges- and second degrees. The following protion,dizziness,or nervous prostration. gramme
was
rendered:
Singing,

with you.

Indeed there is a cordial welcome for
you. The recipe sounds very appetising,
and I hope those who try it will not neglect to mention it. I am wondering if
“McCloud” is so named because it is high
up among the mountains, and 1 am also
wondering if you will not write us some
description of the place.

PAMOLA, HANCOCK.

who have been troubled with
Pamela grange held its regular meeting
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- Saturday evening, with sixty members
fibroid
tion,
tumors, irregularities, and ten visitors present. After business
periodic pains, backache, that bear- one candidate was instructed in the first

Indeed, Are, we
pelling you or of suspending one of our
members, even on account of a long silence, but we are always gled to hear from
think many

Opportunity
Ellsworth

EAST BLUSH ILL.

women

souvenir cards
Are.
shouldn't think of ex-

Decide Yourself.

PENOBSCOT.

_

I would like to exchange
with any of the M. B.’s.

I

grange held its regular
meeting Saturday evening. The first and
second degrees were conferred on one candidate. The committee was instructed
to get material to fix the chimney that
blew down last week. If pleasant Thursday evening a special meeting will be
held to work degrees.

^

Btatlrtlc. AorurU

JOtWat.

AJamoosook

It being stormy February IS, the meeting was held Feb. 18, with an average atAfter business there was a
tendance.
reading by Sister Gray, recitation. Brother
Patterson; story, Brother Gibbons. The
next meeting will be Feb. 29.

positively

Labor

were is one case

Penobscot grange met Friday evening;
Mrs. Augustus Lyon, of East Earl,
Cast Blue bill grange held its regular
about fifty-eight present, including eleven
writes to Mrs. Pinkham:
visitors from Highland, Kainbowand East meeting Saturday evening; fifty-three
had rtrj severe backaches, and
Bluehill granges.
After business five members and five visitors present. Two
pains. I could not sleep,
preMing-doivn
candidates were instructed in the first and
and had no appetite. Lydia E. Pink- candidates were instructed in the third
ham’s Vegetable Compound cured me and fourth degrees. The following pro- second degrees. It was voted to observe
and made me feel like a new woman.” gramme
was
Quotations, the anniversary of the grange, March ?,
presented:
an afternoon and evening session.
FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. members; recitation, Bernice Varnura; by
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink- reading. Laura L. Leach; song, Ira and
RAINBOW, NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
ham’s Vegetable Compound, made Florence Leach; reading, Roy F. Leach.
Rainbow grange held a regular session
from roots and herbs, has been the There were short talks by visiting memFeb. 20, fifty-five members present. The
standard remedy for female ills, bers.
third and fourth degrees were conferred
and has
cured thousands of

Cbram Spovo* Cake—One cup sugar, two
eggs broken in a cup; beat light, then fill the
cup with sweet cream; one and one-half cups
flour, one teaspoon soda, two teaspoons cream
of tartar, a little salt; flavor with lemon.

miMtoner

View

ALAMOOeOOK, EAST ORLAND.

LAKE VIEW, HAPPYTOWN.

'•
I was troubled for a long time with
dreadful backaches and a pain in my
aide, and was miserable in every way.
I doctored until I waa discouraged and
thought I would never get well. I read
what Lydia E. Pinkhara’a Vegetable
Compound had dona for others and
decided to try it; after taking three
bottles I can truly aay that I never felt
so well in my life.”

hard part.
I put vinegar on my hands after fixing onions and it removes all the odor.
1 always look for the new recipes for cooking. so I will send a recipe that I use quite
often, as it can be made so quickly.

cards

says:

meeting of Mountain

The

Young,

To Aunt Madge and M. B. Sisters:
It has been a long time since I wrote, but I
hope I shall not get expelled, for then I could
not wear my pin or be present at the next reunion. I hope to be able to* see Aunt Madge
and the sisters at that next reunion. It seems
a long time to look ahead, but the time goes
by so fast that it will be here now before we
are ready for it. All the excuse! 2 have for
not writing before is that the time passes so
swiftly I don’t get at it.
I have put my clams through my food chopper for a stew for a long time, and think it
makes the stew richer, but I only grind up the

exchange

the

ABBCTUB, SURAT.
Arbutus grange met Friday evening
with a good attendance. The question,
“Is it advisable to build a grange halif”
was freely discussed, and will again be
brought up at the next meeting. It was
voted to ask Harvest Home grange to
unite with os in a union meeting tobe
held some time in March, the date to be
fixed later. Owing to the absence of the
lecturer, the programme was short.

E.PINKHAM’S

And the sorrow that hides in a smile—
It is these that are worth the homage of earth.
For we find them but once in a while.
Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
—delected by E. P. W.

you, and

At

grange Friday evening, forty-one members and thirty visitors from Bay View
grange were present. The first degree was
conferred on two candidates. There were
two applications for membership. After
recess an interesting programme was presented.

Topic:

It Is easy enough to be prudent.
When nothing tempts yon to stray;
When without or within no voice of sin
Is luring your soul away;
But it’s only a negative virtue
Until it is tried by fire.
And the life that is worth the honor of earth

distance with your brother and
spent the
evening Tuesday with a niece.
I have a
brother in Washington state, and
two in

R. O.

«n excellent
u>rc
thin. hn,‘
time. when it won't
take
*** *
strong arm and a hard flat.
itroni

•n

Massapaous grange held its regular
cept by permission
y(,,iow
meeting Feb. 30, with thirty-seven pres- (littered in *^n^*riPber's
the flood ol
rounications will be subject to approval by
,pr,„
tSe editor, but none will be rejected without ent, including visitors, who are always that ponred through the
open
welcome. The third and fourth degrees of the office.
good reason.
Bnt old Duke th. T*'*1
After
were conferred on three candidates.
keeper, had no eye. for the girl', v**
a harvest supper the following programme
He lighted a cigar and »t to
DATE*.
workT?
was carried out:
Songs, Roy Henderson; Duke," Mid the
Saturday, March 14—Meeting ot Hanatenographer “u
Sisters Flora Hodgdon and Lula the old man
readings,
Verona
with
grange,
granted. “Look
cock Pomona grange
Candage; recitations, Sisters Flossie Hen- Mid, imperiooaly, “i ,m
0
Buckaport.
derson and Edith Candage; original story,
•rooking alwayi make, me aick
HA!*COCK POMONA.
Roy Henderson; “Story of a Potato,” Mid Duke, “don't ever
**’’
.moke,"
The programme for the meeting of Han- Brot hers Roy Henderson and Fred Sylvescock Pomona grange with Vernn, grange, ter; music, tambourine, bones, violin and
”D°an'. Otaterent cured m,
0l ^
“
Buckaport, March 14, include, the follow- piano.
had annoyed me for a
long tin, n,
*“ permanent.''—Hon. 8. w.
ing:
MOUNTAIN VIEW, vn RDKN.
M.uWr

to

days.
Pretty good town, lots of pretty scenery, and
good people. I rode on the train a shoit

lo the work than Rev. R. G. Bannen,
D. D., of Williamsport, Pa., who is now
•erring for bis first term.
Dr. Bannen was one of the state's
delegates to the Seattle convention, anti
madttr his leadership the Keystone State
was well at the front In an the activities of that great gathering.

This column is devoted to the (irange, especially to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed **All com*
of the writer.

communIcat 1 ons, and Itssucoesa depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications roust be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but Done
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all

ing; Ella and Mar; Burrill recitations.
Clifford Burrill brought a grapbophone,
which added to the interest of the programme. Remarks by Brother Woodman,
of Skowhegan grange, were enjoyed. The
next meeting will be held March M.

among tlje ©ranger*.

WOMAN’S
BACKACHE

“Helpful and Hopeful.11

some

BMV. DR.

Sfeticnifcnifmft,

fflutnal Btnrfit (fiolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

|

HARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.

Harvest Home grange met Feb. 22, with
an average attendance.
One visitor from
Lake View grange was present. It was
voted to invite Arbutus grange to unite
with Harvest Home for an all-day session March 19.
The programme was
omitted.

One cup of molasses, one cup of buttermilk,
egg, one-half cup sugar, one teaspoon of

1

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes was born in
1H09, died ISM. He was one of the many great
writers who nsed to live near Boston. He was
one of the brightest and
best loved of all
American
authors.
He was an old-time
friend of Longfellow, and like him was for
many vears a professor in Harvard college.
Dr. Holmes was a small man. with a .smiling genial face.
He was always ready to
grasp the hand of any honest man. He was
very witty, but his wit was never used to hurt
anything out shams, which be hated. Dr.
Holmes lived to be a very old man. but even
in old age. after the most of bis friends of
earlier days were gone, he was the same
bright, genial, lovable man that he was in his

youth.

He wrote poems, essays and novels and
books on meuicine. Hisfbest-known book is
••The Autocrat of tbeBreakfast Table”. Some
of his friends, of whom be had many, were
Longfellow. Hawthorne. Whittier, Emerson
and Lowell.“The Wonderful One-Hoss-Shay”,
“The Old Horse that Won the Race,” “The Old
Man's Dream,’’ and “Tne Bovs”, are some of
his writings.
Best wishes to all the M. B.’s from
O.

onr

BCHOOOIC, FRANKLIN.
Schoodic grange held a regular meeting
Feb. 20, with thirty members and five visiRssolesd, That by her death we, the officers
tors present. The first and second degrees and members of Bnyside grange of Ellsworth,
the invaluable loss of her presence,
were worked on one candidate.
deplore
After a
short programme of singing, reading and her charming smile of welcome and the price
lees example of a godly life.
short talks, grange doted in form.
Reaolvcd, That each and every member of

one

J

omniscience has seen fit to
from this earthly life to the paradise
esteemed sister, Stella Ray Wiggia,
thus death entering our midst for the first
time; be it
remove

above,

MOLASSES DOCGHNI'TS.

ginger, good pinch salt, one heaping teaspoon
of soda; no shortening necessary if rich
buttermilk is used. Be sure and have heapiug teaspoon soda.
I am glad, Aunt Ma'lge, you gave us an
author to think about. 1 like all of Holmes'
writings that I have read. I send you a
memoir of him, hope to see others.

nipotence

gramme.

is nice. 1 took a clean white cloth and rubbed
the brush before using it.
Do yon ever have roast canoed beef?
It is
very nice to cut it in slices. Put in a shallow
pan, cover with water and set in oven to heat
thoroughly. Take out meat, set pan on stove
and make thickened gravy of the water. Eat
with baked or boiled potatoes. It is nice for
a busy day, it can be prepared so
quickly.
Those of us who like to have soft water in
the cellar, can put a couple of kerosene barrels (after being cleaned) in one corner of the
cellar and have a tin cup made to fit the conductor, with elbow to lead into the cellar to
the barrels and there you are. Any tinsmith
can make it for you; give him the dimensions
and length of pipe.
I will send this never Jail rule for

BAY VIEW, 8AURBCBY COVE.

|

About fifty patrons

were

present at the

meeting of Bay View grange Wednesday
evening, w hen the first degree was con- !
ferred upon two candidates.
gree

work,

an

carried out.

The

programme
second and third

grees will be conferred
ing, Feb. 26.

j!

After de-

interesting

Wednesday

was

de-

the

men

on

Solutions.

Terre Haute, Ind., teacher says that
told a pupil to comi>ose a brief
essay in which he should say something
about all the days of the weeic.
The lad
turned in the following:
“Monday, Jim
Moulton and I killed a deer, and there was
meat enough to last over
Tuesday, Wednes8he

once

good entertainment, but of course
can do better!?). A necessary ad- !
day, Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sun-

dition to the grange hall is

soon

to

great many will be glad to
bear from O. We have all missed her let-

»*
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Franklin Road.
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Hancock.
17 41 17 15.
!
7 44 12
Waukent, 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 so: 12 25:Sullivan.
0 70
S 56
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR
1 20
9 30
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.11 a "> »*
m. and arriving Ellsworth 11.07 a m H-5**
connect with Washington Co. Ky.
BANGOR.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nioolin.
Ellsworth Falls.

ij
'IJJ*

'itf™

IdU
!

Ijf

Stop on signal to conductor,
Stops only to leave passengers frofflp®1
of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor "dbtMHf
trains on Main Line, to ana fro® PorUB,
?

Boston and St John.

Passengers
cure

are

»PJ

earnestly reouestJy

tickets before entering tne trsisarj
Ellsworth to Falls and *»

tspecially
Ellsworth.

A r1

P. E. BOOTH BY. G- F
MORRIS M’DONAl.D,
Vice-Pres, and (ien’l Manager.

*

be

made.

EASTERN

Itfomiwranv

MAR1AV1LLE.

MariaviUe grange held its regular meet-

SAYKIWROM HKINti A CRIFPLK
FOR l.lh'K.
the chair. After business two
“Almost six or seven weeks ago I becandidates were instructed in the third
and fourth degrees. Refreshments were came
paralyzed all at once with rheumaj
served, after which an interesting literary \ tism," writes Mrs. Louise
McKey, 913
programme was rendered.
Seventh street, Oakland, Cal. “It struck

ing Feb. 22, Worthy Master Martin A.

Steamship Company

Garland in

me in the back and extended
from the
NEW CENTURY, DEDHAM.
The session of New Century grange held hip of my right leg down to my foot. The
Feb. 22 was one of unusual interest. Two attack was so severe that I could not move
ters.
A post-card from Azella says “success to visitors were present from Bkowhegan in bed and was afraid that 1 should be a
all and to the M. B. column in particular”. grange. The entertainment consisted of cripple for life.
Binging, “Potomac Bells,” solo and chorus,
“About twelve years ago 1 received a samin memory of
Washington, and short !
bottle of your liniment but never had
Boarder—Madame, I have found a nickle speeches by members on the lives of ple
in my baab. Mrs. Mealer—Oh, that’s all Washington and Lincoln, and other sub- occasion to use it, as I have always been
right. I put it there; 1 thought I’d give jects. A dialogue by Nellie Cook, Laura well, but something told me that Sloan’s
Cook and W. B. Cook was well presented
you a little change in your diet.
Liniment would help me, so I tried it.
and enjoyed. E. W. Burrill gave a readAfter the second application 1 could
get
Keeping Open House.
up out of bed, and in three days could
simple Remedy for las Grippe.
Everybody is welcome when we leel
we
and
now
and
leel
that
La
feel
when
our
are
well and entirely free
good;
grippe coughs
way only
dangerous as they fre- walk,
digestive organa are working properly. quently develop into pneumonia. Folev’s from pain.
Dr. King’s New Life Pills regulate the Boney and Tar not only stops the cough but
and strengthens the lungs so that no
friends
heals
were
“My
very much surprised
action of stomach, liver and bowels so serious results need
be leared.
genuine at my rapid
perfectly one can’t help feeling good when Foley's Honey and Tar contains The
recovery, and I was only too
no harmful I
he uses these pills. 26c. at E. G. MOOBE’S drugs and is in a yellow
to tell them that Sloan’s
glad
package. Refuse
Liniment
*e
substitutes.—G. A. Parches.
I was the only medicine 1 used.’’
drug store.
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even-

HIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
The ladies had it all their own way at
the grange Friday evening.
They fura

Committee

4»Uf

r if

Portland
Boston..

east

_

nished

the grange should continually harbor and
cherish the peerless precepts of her life, and
ever remember the good works
accomplished
by our deceased sister in and out of the
grange hall.
Jletolvtd. That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the members of the bereaved family. to the papers for publication, and n copy
be spread upon our records; also that our
regalias and badges be reversed for four weeks,
and our charter be draped for thirty
days as
tokens of respect for our departed sister.
Milton 8. Beckwith,
Susie Pit ay.
Zelpba OmeuTT.

ll M iigJi * 14 n I
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Circen Lake...
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SERVICE.

Reduced Fere*.
Bar Harbor to Boatuu
Rockland

lu

.3.00

Bo.ton SI 'y

Steamer leaee. Bar Harbor at

day. and Thuraday. lor Meal II*r!’?!;,',uiA
*
Harbor. SoutnweM
,#
SouihweM Harbor.
North Hatch and Rockland. Conner*

eaat

.turner

for Borton.

RETURNING
Steamer lute. Vo.ter'a wharf,
day. and Friday, al 3 p m.ior wlntI
Rockland and Intermediate landing.learn Rockland at 6.30 a nr or
from Bolton, Wednesdrj
day., tor Blueblll and Bar Harbor
(Rate landlnga.
.learner

*

i.

1
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*,uitf**
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All freight,except llTOatock,l.l°su,e
Are and marine risk.
E. S.

1,irt'or'
loin, Agent. Bar
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j Miss Hartnett j

j

By MADELINE'LEWIS.

2

•
•
•

*

•

Copyrighted.
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by P. C. Eastment.
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When Deacon Jonh Whitman called
select aud highly mornt Mis" Taylor's
school for girls to aral and refined
attendance of his ward,
range for the
Ills
fanny Hartnett, aged seventeen.
was called to the fact that

attention

the school buildings were surrounded
hv a fence eleven feet high; also that
windows nbove the first story were
(rooted and impervious to masculine
no pupil was allowed
paje. Further,
outside the fence without a chaperon.
Miss Taylor, who had barely turned

ail

forty-seven aud carried the Idea that
It was twenty-seven Instead, then went
she gave
on to speak of the lectures
the care
every Wednesday night, of
taken to keep newspapers and novels
from her pupils, of the early houra for
bed and of the fact that the only man
about the Institution, except a couple
of servants, was Professor Batch, who
had charge of the higher mathematics
and was an old bachelor of the most

Incorruptible principles.

Then she had n number of questions
to ask about the young lady, and the
deaeou had to admit that now and then
the latter giggled, she also chewed
guin. she had been caught reading
novels, she had had a beau, and she
loved to go to a circus.
•■In fact.” said Miss Taylor, "ahe Is
what you would call flip?”
‘•y-e-s, I guess so. Not too flip, but
a little flip.”

forma tory, we do now and tlicn take
In a pupil In order to cure her of flipa little larger, but
pancy. The fee Is
we warrant a perfect cure."
The deacon was willing to pay a little more, and the financial end was
soon settled. A week later the new
pnpU arrived. Perhaps Miss Fanny
At least, she was In good
was flip.
health and spirits. Inclined to look on
the bright side, and she could sing
some and whistle more. In the village
where she had been brought up she
was considered something of a tomboy, but the phrase was not used to
her detriment.
She was given to understand by Miss
Taylor what was what and sent to her
dormitory. She offered no protest or
argument, but from the way she set
her Jaw- and compressed her Ups MUa
Taylor anticipated rebellion at no distant date.
One or her methods of compelling
the young ladies to walk the chalk
line was quarterly reports.
Every
three months each of the girls was
called Into the private lecture room
and her derelictions announced to her
and recorded on a blank.
It depended upon that girl to make
Immediate improvement, or the report
would be mailed away to father or
guardian. As a matter of fact, no report was ever mailed, as such action
might have resulted In financial loss to
the school, but the threat had always
proved a very effective weapon.
it came to be whispered about as the
regular quarter day drew high that
Miss Taylor had been saving up many
complaints against Miss Fanny and
that there must be many tears and
promises to keep a report from the
hands of the deacon.
Much curiosity and considerable anxiety were felt, save by the delinquent
herself. She giggled and whistled and
bribed the grocer’s boy to smuggle la
gum, and when the fatal day at length
arrived she went amlllng to the sacrifice. Miss Taylor kept her on plus and
needles for three or four minutes to
let the scare strike lu and then soberly

began:
uartnett, I nave received several complaints against you and have
grouped them under the term couuts.
1 win read them to you:
‘Count 1. That on the 3d of September, two days after your arrival
here, you tried to tear a hoard oft the
fence In order to look out It Is believed, hut not absolutely proved, that
there was a young man on the other
side of the fence at the time.
'“Count 2. That on the second week
of your arrival you made use of such
terms as “bully gee," “come off," “too
thin," etc,
“'Count 3. That on the third week
you were chewing gum and eating caramels.
'Count -t. That while going to and
returning from the postoflice lu charge
of Miss Lee
you refused to cast your
eyes down or look In another direction
on
meeting various old and young men.
'Count 5. That on n certain night In
the ilfth week of your arrival and
while you were supposed to be asleep
in lied you were as a matter of fact
sitting up In bed and singing about an
old darky whose name was Uncle Ned.
‘Count 0. That on one occasion you
mounted to the roof of your dormitory
by way of the stairs and scuttle and
waved your handkerchief at some
young men playing baseball.
‘Count 7. That It Is believed, though
hot proved, that an epistle of a sentimental nature was tied to a stone and
thrown over the fence and that it was
•neant for you, and you received it and
boasted that Uncle Sam didn't run all
the postodlces lu the country. There
Me reasons for
hellevlDg that on the
next night you threw a letter over lu
response.
'Count 8. That at various times
you have argued that there was nothing wicked about the circus or the tbeater and that you have said that
you
Pitied old maids; also that you have
giggled when my name nnd condition
n "fe
have been discussed.
Further,

lliaf you have siiiii tlmi iini would be
married liefore you \,ere
twenty-one.

Further,

once more.

tlut you have referrtsi to Professor Raich ns
lopnbouldered and sipiint evod
1 Iutp are the
respective count
Miss Ilartuett, Just ns
have been

they

prepared to go to your guardian. and
may tell me what you havo
offset—that is. I don't suppose
you have anything to say.”
"Oh. yes. I have!” replied Miss Fanny ns she drew a p.'lper from her
pocket. "Yes. I have
something to say, and
I have also grouped It under the term
counts.
I will read them. If you
now you
fo say In

please:

‘Count 1. That upon my nrrlvnl at
the school I was told of about 500
things I mustn’t do.
‘Count 2. That I was sent to a
dormitory about ns bare and poverty
stricken ns our old garret at home.
‘Count 3. That I have had about
half enough to eat up to date and
want to get out and steal raw
turnips
"
‘Count 4. That one evening I got
out Into the yard, and while
snooping
around I passed Miss Taylor’s room
and looked Into the window and saw
Professor Raich holding her hand In
one of his and patting It with the
other.
‘Count 5. That the night In October when It blew such a gale a lot of
papers were blown from the professor's window. One of these he didn't
recover from the yard next morning
was a half sheet on which he had written two verses of poetry to Angelina’s
There Is only one Angelina coneyes.
nected with this secluded school, and
she Is not a teacher.
*Count 6. That we don’t have blankets enough on the beds to keep us
warm.

‘Count 7. That the only three girls
who get sweet cake are the three who
keep asking the principal when her
twenty-seventh birthday will arrive.
‘Count 8. That this secluded and
highly moral and refined prison for

girls’
moment. Miss Hartnett,
Interrupted Miss Taylor In ber sweetest tones.
"1 tbtnlc we are at cross
just

one

purposes."
‘‘Yes. ma'am.”
"When I come to look again at the
record I read you It appears to apply
to Miss llarker Instead of Hartnett
Similarity of names, you see.”
"Yes, ma'am.”
"And when you come to look again
at your record"—
“it seems to be a couple of verses
of poetry that I scribbled off last
night. I hope It Is not against the
roles to write poetry, ma'am?”
"Well, no. not If you submit It to the
teacher. You may leave this. If you
will, and I will look It over and see If
Y'ou may go,
your meter Is correct
Please tell Miss Vaughn to
my dear.
step In here. I must tell her that she
doesn't seem to have the Interest In
her studies to be expected of her.”

Thoughtful Man.
A lady who Is subject to heart diswith a
ease took tea last Sunday
neighbor, and while sitting at table

One of the triumphs of existence is to
lenow others admit our sincerity.

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional
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WEST TREMONT.
Afrs. Henry Bridges, of Brooklin, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Roy Eaton.

“Father,” said little Rollo “what is
by ‘pull?’
“Pull, my son,” answered the man of experience, “is
personal friendship skilfully
managed so that
Mrs. L. M. Lunt is recovering from the
it will pay dividends.”
grip.
W. A. Clark, who has been at work on
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
Libby island and Avery Rock, spent Sunday with his family, returning to PortThe quotations below give the range of
land Monday.
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Misses Leola and Marie Rumill spent
Country Produce.

Miss Evelyn Lunt, who spent last w*eek
at Southwest Harbor, is home.

meant

last week with their aunt, Mrs. L.
Clark, at Mauset.

Batter.

A.

Creamery per*.
Dairy .....V..

Misses Hazel Reed and Reta Rumill
spent part of last week with their aunt,
Mrs. Sidney Wallace, of Tremont.

philosophy.”
"Then It's mother!” gasped the wife.
“Your mother’s safe. Get on your
things, but don't hurry or worry. It's
too late to be of any use, but I'll fly
back and see what I can do. I only
came to tell you not to get excited."
"For mercy sake,” Implored the almost fainting woman, "tell me the
worst!”
"Well, If you will have It, the consequences be on your own head, Mary.
I've tried to prepare you, and if you
will know—don't excite yourself; try
and keep cnlrn—but our kitchen chimney’s on fire, and all the neighbors areIn our front garden!"
She survived.—London Answers.
I he

irapaoor apiaer.

One of the most singular specimens
of Insect life Is the trapdoor spider of
Ills burrow is lined with
Jamaica.
silk and closed by a trapdoor with a
hinge. The door exactly fits the entrance to the burrow and when closed
so precisely corresponds with the surrounding earth that It can hardly be
distinguished even when Its position Is
It Is a strange sight to see
known.
the earth open, a little lid raise, some
hairy legs protrude and gradually the
whole form cf the spider show Itself.
These spiders generally hunt for food
by night, and In the daytime they are
very chary of opening the door of their
domicile, and If the trap l>e raised from
the outside, they run to the spot, hitch
the claws of tbelr forefeet in the lining
of the burrow und so resist with all
their might The strength of the spider
is wonderfully great In proportion to

?5 438
*5 430

Best factory (new) per b.16«1fr
Beat dairy (new).
.....16
Dutch (Imported)..
Neufchatel.
os

The W. T. I. S. will have an entertainment and sociable at the home of Mrs.

Headaches
brain signals that your system is in some way disorganized and
unless the cause of the trouble is removed they will become more,
and more frequent, and gradually increase both in duration and!
intensity. The sympathetic nerves are weakened by the repeatedl
attacks, and the malady finds an easy lodgment whenever they
bodily and mental conditions favor its return.
On the first sign of headache you 3hould at once take
are

Beeepai$5Pills
Complete

recovery from sick headache, bilious headache,
headache, throbbing headache speedily follows the use of
these famous pills. They settle the stomach, stimulate the liver,
act mildly on the bowels, improve the blood and
quiet the nerves.
The tonic and strengthening properties of Beecham’s Pills build
up
the bodily health and fortify the system against subsequent attacks.
For all headaches, disorders of the stomach and nerves,
Beecham's Pills are
nervous

■anra.
Fraah laid, per
doa.2% 30
Poultry.

Eunice Lopaus March 4.
All are invited. Proceeds for the minister’s salary.
Feb. 24.
Thelma.

Chickens...
..

g?o

H»jr.
BMt loose, per (on..14 n 16
B»le'l.If c. 18

WEST EDEN.
Mrs.

George Dority, of Mariaville, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Hazel Gilbert.
The work on the church is going on
rapidly, and the prospects are that it will
be completed in the spring.
There was no preaching service Sunday
afternoon, as Miss Koch, the pastor, went
to Bar Harbor to give the annual address

Straw.
Loose
Baled..
Potatoes

Much sympathy is extended Fred Wiggin in fiia recent
bereavement.
Mr.
Wiggin and little daughter Corinne are
with Mr. Wiggin’s parents, Frank Wiggin
and wife, at present.
Feb. 24.
M.

of the schooner Abana,
which has been ashore here since the gale
of Feb. 1, was injured last Thursday by a
premature blast of dynamite. The crew
was at work trying to launch the vessel.
The dynamite was being used to blast out
a rock that was in the
way. One of the
men struck the cartridge with a mallet
handle, and it exploded. His face was
badly cut by pieces of rock, but no bones
were brokea, and he will not lose his
eye*
sight. His wounds were dressed by Dr.
Tapley, and he was sent to the hospital in
Rockland. Another of the crew was
slightly injured. The man most seriously
injured is a native of New Zealand and unmarried.
Feb. 21.
X. Y. Z
crew
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Floor, Grain and Food.
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Corn,100* bag 1 30« 35 Mix. feed, bag
Corn meal,bag 1 3 « 35 Mldailngs.bag
Cracked corn, 8- a 35
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here soon.
Chips.

has been

beautifully pictured
by Longfellow. Sometimes it
is impossible for a father to
share it because of absence

Zttftmisnncnte.

from home due to office

are

A 25c. Bottle ol

Kemps Balsam

Washington’s birthday was observed
by the school Friday by patriotic readings,
recitations and singing.
Rev. J. R. Norwood, of East port, held
services at St. James, Sunday afterpoon.
Mr. Norwood was formerly pastor here,
and all were glad to greet him.
Aubrey C. Gillmore, of Bar Harbor, will
give an illustrated lecture on “Ben Hur”
at the schooihouse Wednesday evening.

Contain*.

40 DOSES,

Remember

always

a

telephone

his home, and, while

on

in

the

road, bethinks himself to call

that KEMP’S

BALSAM is the

Two Little Maids.

Best

Little Miss Nothing-to-do
Is fretful and cross and so blue:
And the light in her eyes
Is all dim when she cries,
And her friends, they are few, oh, so few!
And her dolls, they are nothing but sawdust
and clothes,
Whenever she wants to go skating it snows,
And everything’s criss-cross
the world is

Cough

up from

Cure.

It has saved thousands from

sumption.

50c. and $1.
Don*! accept anything else.

druggists’, 25c.,

PRR VENTS

pay station.

The “Good Night” mes=
sage is a great comfort

It lias saved thousands of lives.

At all

a

con-

—

askew,
I wouldn’t be Little Miss
Now true.
I wouldn't be Little Miss
Would you?

to

Unless he has

And each dose is more effective than
four times the same quantity of any
other cough remedy, however well
advertised and however strongly recommended that remedy may be.

H.

cares

exigencies which com=
pel himjto travel, unless===

or

“chopping

Feb. 24.

Boston, Mass

The Children’s Hour

SOUND.

a

1806.

new.

62>i *65

The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and di for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
Tire standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and fit for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and |>eas, 6»i
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, FngUsh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds: of oats
32 pounds, or even measure as bv agreement.

____

given

Battle

750
75)
750
7 50
C 5)

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.

Maine

was

a

HOUSE.

A

Prank A. Babbidge, who went to the

Daniel Brown
bee” Saturday.

Act, June 80,

LAW KLOABDINO WEIGHTS AMD MEASUKKS.

There was a chopping match recently
for Frank A. Babbidge, who is unable to
cut his own wood.

Mrs. Charles Havey and family
visiting friends in Hancock.

the Food and Drugs
Serial number 618.

alt DrusffUta. 95o. and 60e. Wet
KEEP IT ALWAYS IN THE

I. S. Johnson A Co.

Flour—per bbl—

Mrs. Jennie Manchester, of McKinley,
is visiting her parents, L. S. Trask and
wife.

Has been a successful family remedy for nearly a century,
for both internal and external uses.
Internally for Coughs, Coids; Hoarseness, Bronchitis
and most respiratory disorders.
Externally it dismisses any pain. Cuts, Wounds,
Sprains, Muscular Rheumatism, Swollen and Frost-bitten
Feet. Pain leaves the moment the liniment is applied.

40
15
25

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
I>ry hard, 5 0006 50
3 00*5 00
Dry soft,
8tove,
Boundlngs per load
Egg,
100*1 25
Nut,
bard
5JX)
Blacksmith's
Buttings,

Cough

Three cr (our drops of Johnson’s Anodyne Liminent on
sugar re lie ves tickling in the throat and stops the cough. Colds,
if unchecked, may cause serious throat and lung troubles.
To avoid risk, apply Johnson's Anodyne Liniment promptly.

.60

•06*10

Teal:

GOTT’S ISLAND.

move

.35
JO

.15 • JO
.12 *.25

Steak.
Boast*.

M. V. Babbidge has sold his dory to
Will Trask.

directions. 10c. and 25c.

OS
03
13

Meats and Provisions.

___

Island. His family will
Feb. 21.

Im boxes wfttb full

<jOfi

04

20@25 Beans—per qt—
30
10 412
Yellow-eye

Molasses—per gal
Havana,
Porto Rico,
Syrup.

BASS HARBOR.
of the

,pk

Oranges, do*
Apples, pk
Cranberries qt,

The sociable Tuesday evening was well
attended. Supper was served. Receipts,
about |12. Next Tuesday evening a bag
sociable will be held.

One

15

Pea.
10
Fruit.
25 860 Lemons doz
30435
2.V« 40 Pineapples, each 15 425
10« 12
Groceries.
Coflee—per b
Bice, i*er b
.Ofig.og
Rio,
20 3 25
.130.25 Vinegar, »ral
35 Cracked wheat,
Mocha,
.06
35 Oatmeal, per b
Java,
.04
Tea—per b—
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
Japan,
-450.65 Graham,
.04
Oolong,
.04
.300 66 Bye meal,
Granulated meal.b 02*
8ugar—per b—
Granulate 1, 05X306 Oil—per gal—
Yellow, C
.06X
Linseed,
.650.70
08 §10
Powdered,
12
Kerosene,

to the I. O. O. F.

The Needed Remedy

8011
Vegetables.
20 >nl >ai, b
02 Pairsolp3, lb
Oi Carrots,
03 Cabbage, lb

Turnips, m
Squash. tb
Beets, lb
Celery, bunch
Spinach. pk

general hospital Thursday, reher husband rushed In without a hat turned home Sunday.
and In his shirt sleeves.
Will Gott has been moviug his house“Re calm!” he exclaimed hurriedly hold
goods from Bass Harbor to his cot"Don't excite yourself.
to his wife.
tage on the arm of the beach at Gott’s
You know you can't stand excitement,
and It might be worse!”
“Good gracious!” cried the wife.
"The children"—
“They're all right Now, Mary, don't
get excited. Keep calm and cool. It
can't be bellied now. We must bear
these visitations of Providence with

a&tKrtfeement*.

He—You know, if you worry aboqt every
little thing it’s bound to affect your
health. His Wife—Yes, I know. That’s
one of the thiugs I
worry about.

other page$

to him and

I'M’.niOM.l,

a

Nothing-to-do,
Dld-Fa*liioiic;l Home Ilrmedy
of Cireat Value.

Nothing-to-do,

tl.nl

lx

comparing statistics of the fataiin
different
from
pneumonia
itates, it is interesting to notice h< ■*.
with
Maine
favorably
compares
othey
dates.
This is undoubtedly due to the
general use of a simple home-made
omedy composed of four taldespoonsful of molasses or honey and one each
:>f olive oil and Anodyne.
Mix well
ogether and take in teaspoonful doses.
The Anodyne alone is also applied exIf
ernally on the throat and chest.
aken in time, this will absolutely prerent pneumonia.
Neuralgic Anodyne is also invaluable
n all aches and pains, such as neuralfin, headaches, rheumatism, toothache,
iruises, sprains, cuts, chilblains, croup,

ure

In
tios

Little Miss Busy-all-day
Is cheerful and happy and gay.
She isn’t a shirk,
For she smiles at her work,
And romps when it comes time for play;
Her dolls, they are princesses, blue-eyed
and fair,
She makes them a throne from a rickety
And everything happens the jolliest way.
I’d sooner be Little Miss Busy-all-day,
And stay
As happy as she is, at work or at play,
I say.

Too many people confuse talking about
thing with working at it.
The man who goes about looking for
Its size.
trouble generally finds that there are
He Could Run Putty.
others in the same fix, and is likely to get
A laborer In search of work was all he wants before he is through.
asked by a builder to whom he apJudge Woolsack—1 want, you to meet my
plied If he could run putty.
friend, Mrs. Carter, a most charming
was
and
could
he
that
He replied
Dr. Kalomell
The kind you
widow.
told to be at the works at 6 o'clock make? Judge Woolsack—No. The kind
time
the
at
arrived
He
■ext morning.
you make.
stated, and when asked If he were
Fake Oil Capitalist (smiling)— How’s
disand
bis
overcoat
off
ready stripped
your latest gold mine panning out? Fake
buildastonished
closed himself to the
Mine Promoter
Beyond expectations.
er clad In running costume and pumps.
Why, old man, its assaying over a thousthose
In
do
to
“What are you going
and suckers to a ton of literature.
things?" inquired the employer.
Mistake Corrected.
“Run Putty,” answered the man.
a

great pleas=

to them.

It is worth much; it costs
little.
Look for the “Blue Bell” Sign

A lurge-sized bottle
throat, etc.
osts but 25 cts., and is sold under a
tuarantee of satisfaction or money rounded.
Made by The Twitchell-Chamdin Co., Portland. Me.
:ore

We

promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign

—

PATENTS

nc^modeTsketch or photo of invention for
se report on

—

“But I want you to run it down Into
this hole,” said the builder.
“01 don’t care If It Is down a drain,”
replied the man. ‘‘Throt him out, and
Oi'll run him."—London Telegraph

Correct the mistake of

risking pneumonia

by neglecting a cough or cold when Foley’s
Honey and Tar will not only stop your cough
but expel the cold from your system. Foley’s
Honey and Tar contains no opiates and is the
best and safest throat and lung remedy. G. A.
Pakcheb.

patentability.
patentawlity.

How to Secure'
Patents and

For free

TRADE-MARKS

1

1

book.
write

CASN0W4

OPPOSITE U S PATEKT OFFICE

WASHINGTON. O.C.^

For Sore Muscles

to

u

A bottle of Lee’s contains nearly twice
any other
dealer.

same-priced

kind.

as much liniment as does
25 cents buys it from your local

CALDWELL SWEET CO., Props.

Bangor, Maine.

Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment—wonderfully penetrating and healing.
®
cents.

10

A

LOO VL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

VERY WEDNESDAY

AFTERSOON

negotiated between the representatives of the power company and
the previous republican administraAs a matter of fact, it was the
tion.
outgrowth of a meeting which as-

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
BY TE*

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollxbs. Edllor and Manager.
W. H. Tttcb, Associate Editor.
a year, fl 00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; if aid
75 and 88 cents
in
advance,
5^,
fl
strictly
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. AH arr» arajip'ft are reckoned at the rate of $2 per

lut»*criptlon Price—$200

proportions of a mass
The aldermen’s room was
too small to accommodate the people
who attended, and adjournment was
taken to Hancock hall.
This meeting was held Saturday
evening, Sept. 30, 1905. The object of

meeting.

Artvrrtiflirg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
niAde known on application.
Bn sines* communications shoald be addressed
to. and all checks and money orders made pay
aid* to The Haboock Coubtt Publishing
•o, Ellsworth. Maine.

the

meeting

had been

widely

this week by asking why the republicans did not nominate me for mayor.
1 had hoped to stay out of the campaign
and discussion, but in defence of myself,

cussion

So mnch for the disfranchisement
of 150 voters. But what lets all the
gas out of this balloon as a political
“scandal” is the fact that in no case
where a name was cnt off the list

sumed the
|

must state

there disagreement between the
democratic and republican members
of the board of registration, and in
the chairman of the board

called upon to cast

a

deciding

vote.

adver-

Why?
tised, and the meeting was a large one,
Why did Mayor Greely one year ago
300
from 200 to
being present.
This week’s edition of The
It was a representative gathering of object to a certain nomination in
American is 2,500 copies.
ward 2
on his ticket?

being
Why did Frank S. Lord
sign the nomination papers

citizens and tax-payers of Ellsworth.
2,130 The proposition for the discontinuance of certain roads and bridges and
and
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26,1908. the relocation of certain roads
bridges was laid before the meeting
Several of the citizens
in detail.

Stale Convention

Republican

HELD IN THE

WILL BE

meeting
nious; there

The

Armor}’* Portland,

Thursday, April 30, 1908,
AT 1J0 O’CLOCK P.

M..

•lectors of President and Vice-President to
the United States, and four delegates-at-large
and four alternates to attend the national
republican convention to be held in the city
•f Chicago, in the state of Illinois, on Tuesday, the 16th day of June, 1908, and the transacting of any other business that may properly come before it.
1*be b’-sis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will be
entitled to one delegate, and for every 75 votes
cast for the republican candidate for governor in 1906 an additions! delegate, and for
each fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
Vancancies in the
ftn additional delegate.
delegation of any city, town or plantation
can only be filled by residents of the county
In which the vacancies exist.
The State committee will be in session in
the anteroom of the Armory at 12JO o’clock
p. ra.. on the day of the convention for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. A delegate in order to be eligible to
participate in the convention must be elected
subsequent to the date of this call, and delegates cannot be elected under this call to the
State convention to be hereafter called for the
purpose of nominating a candidate for gov-

not in power, or we would not now
We have positive
have the dam.
knowledge that if it had not been for
the friendly attitude of the people as
expressed at that meeting, it would
interest the
impossible
capital necessary for the building of
the dam.
In considering this subject which is
have been

MATOS.

to

of so mnch importance to Ellsworth,
the people most take into account the
difference in the situation from what
it was when that meeting was held in
September, 1905, and what it was the
past year. When that meeting was

Ward 2.
For Alderman—Hollis B. Estey.
For Warden—Lorenzo D. Foster.
For ^ard Clerk—John F. Royal.
For Constable—Howard F. Whitcomb.

Hagan, jr.
Warden—Levi W. Bennett.
Ward Clerk—Martin A. Garland.
Constable—Aimon G. Jellisou.
E. Austin.

and a successful business? Will they
take their chances with the man who
has never made a success of any busi-

public

;

that “Dr. Simonton has no more
chance of defeating him for mayor
than a snow-ball has of retaining its

rotundity

in hell”.

The

people

of

Ellsworth may laugh at the picturesque if not elegant language of the
alderman from ward 2, who has long
been looked upon as a huge joke, but
they will hesitate before they invest
Buch a man with the dignity of the
office of mayor.
The robe of office
would be a ridiculous misfit.
The taste of prosperity Ellsworth
has had during the construction of
the big dam has not only put many

price to yield the investor

a

•5 1-2 %
Write us for full
UNION TRUST

S.

to formulate an agreement
between the city and the power company, says that “after one or two
meetings a contract acceptable to all
ernment

“A Square Deal.”
The editorial in The Americas
last week, headed a “Square Deal”,
seems to have created the issue in the

was presented. Those “one
two meetings", passed over so
lightly by Aid. Stuart, cover a multitude of bickerings between Aid.
Stuart and representatives of the

parties”

or

campaign—the

NEW GEM THEATRE

j

future industrial welfare of Ellsworth.
Alderman Stuart has juggled facts
and figures and exhausted invective
in an attempt to defend his position,
and having reached the limit of his

company, not always creditable to the
dignity of a municipal corporation.
If the spirit shown by Mr. Stuart in
these negotiations had been manifested by the people of Ellsworth at
that mass meeting in September, 1905,

power of argument, resorts to the
usual tactics of the peanut politician,
and indulges in abusive personalities.
The result of the article last week the action of which he so severely
on our friend Alderman Stuart
proves criticises, the big dam would not be
that it reached a sensitive spot. standing to-day.
The
promotors
“Whom the gods would destroy they would have thrown up the whole
first make mad.” Alderman Stuart is ] proposition in disgust.

[

me issue wmcn now conironts tne
very mad.
The American Bees no reason to people of Ellsworth is not so much
alter in the least its statement last the dam as what the dam, may bring
week that Alderman Stuart’s attitude us—new propositions, new industries.
all last year was antagonistic to the Shall they be encouraged by the same
We say Alderman attitude as expressed by that mass
power company.
Stnart’s attitude, and we made this meeting two years ago, which resulted
clear last week when we referred to in the building of the dam, or shall
him as the controlling member of the we risk our future prosperty by adoptboard. It is a fact beyond question ing the pettifogging methods of Althat he was the dictator of last year’s derman Stuart?
board of aldermen.
In justice to
This is the question the voters of

Ellsworth are to decide next Monday.
Alderman Stuart truly says, tffe destiny of Ellsworth is in their hands.
Those “Disfranchised” Voters.
Candidate Stuart has been trying to
make political capital out of the revision of the voting list by the board
of registration during the past year.
Something like 140 names were
stricken off the list, or, as Candidate
Stuart puts it, “150 voters were il-

oompany, Alderman Stuart now professes his very pleasant relations with
Messrs. Graham, Hall and Leonard,
and quotes one of the leading officials
of the power oompany as saying. “If
I could feel as sure of as liberal and legally
disfranchised.”
Candidate
courteous treatment from the next Stuart, it may be noted in
passing,
administrations as I have received does not often stop at a fact if a little
from the present one, I would be per- exaggeration will
help furnish gas for
fectly satisfied.” It is one of the his political balloon.
qualification of an efficient official of
As a matter of fact, a large number
a public service corporation to come of those whose names were stricken
up smiling after every knock-down off the list are dead, or have a voting
blow. The official is probably cor- residence elsewhere. The board was
xectly qfpted.
entirely within its authority in strikMr. Stuart, in his reply to The ing off the names; a few—a very few—

..

Thaw-White Tragedy
3

Nominated by the Oovernor.
nominations by Gov. Cobb recently announced are the following in
Hancock county:
Inland fish and game warden, F. W.
Thompson, Eden.
Justices of the peace, Eben B. Cla**k,
Tremont; A. C. Fernald, Mt. Desert.

Among

Thomas Drummond is seriously ill.
Will Gott, of Portland, is at the home of
his father, Capt. David Gott, for a brief
visit.
Mrs.

Herbert 8. Hopkins and wife visited
Mrs. Hopkins’ parents, Watson Gray and

w’ife, recently.

A son arrived at the home of Capt. A. L.
Wood and wife last Monday. Congratu-

a

lations

are

extended.

R. F. Trim is out again after a serious
Isn’t Candidate Stuart’s campaign illness. Among other convalescents are
Mrs. Charlotte Thompson, Mr*. Henriorgan a little out of tune? One page j
! etta Facteau and Capt. Edwin P. Hutchis devoted to laudation of the
power ings.
company and its officials in an atThe triplet sons of
Rodney Gray and
tempt to prove how friendly Candi- wife have been christened
Kenneth Roddate Stuart feels toward the company,
ney, Kelsic Clement and Kermit Hutehbut his real attitude toward the com- inKs!
They are now two months old, well
pany Bticks out all over the rest of and hearty, and receive many callers from
the paper.
far and near.
I Feb. 24.
D.

j
j

Alderman corns addresses

the

a

2ttimisrri.nus

tax-payers
Ellsworth,
printed in another column, which

forethought.

Personal abuse is very much like a
boomerang: it rarely hurts anyone
except the person who uses it.
COUNTY GOSSIP.
Robins are reported by
correspondents.

several of

our

The

summer school at Castine normal
open Monday, June 8, and continue
three weeks.

will

The auto-prohibition ordinance will
figure in this year’s town meeting at Bar
Harbor.
_

Bar Harbor’s new postoffice building
will be 51x74 feet, faced with granite
up to
the first floor line, and above with limestone or sandstone with pitched roof of
Blate. The public entrance will be in the
centre of the Cottage street front,
opening
into a public lobby 14x41 feet with smaller
lobby 13x14 feet for the money order division. Offices are provided for postmaster and assistant, with toilet and fireproof
vault. The main workroom is 31x56 feet,
with separate money order workroom
13x17 feet. The basement will contain
besides the boiler, coal and storage rooms
t room for the carriers, and an
employees’
toilet room; the latter to have a shower
bath.

Friday and Saturday:

Another big feature.
Don’t miss these

pictures.

the
^XT’ILL
person who found a small white
Tf
box. Friday about # o’clock, on the first

right-band window of the postoffice corridor,
containing m long gun metal chain with brilHants,

return to

Minnie E. Holmes?

fez

Reward.

salt.

Medicine
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is not
a simple cough syrup.
It is a
strong medicine, a doctor’s
medicine. It cures hard cases,
and desperate cases,
chronic cases of asthma, pleusevere

risy, bronchitis, consumption.
Ask your doctor about this.
The best kind of
Sold for over

testimonial—
sixty years.”

a

bv r. O. Ajar Oo.,
Lowell,:
Also manufaoturera of

Xui/ers

ARNESS—Second-hand.

Can be
H H. Joy’s store. Ellsworth.
limited quantity of lumber—
IJ UMBER—A
joist, planed spruce aa-i pine boards,
reasonable

seen at

A.

etc.,

at

M. C. acstin,
prices.
Egypt. Me

Cuniculocns Park Mills,

Suitable for
\\.rOOp
^ hat am I offered
m

finest paper pulp
for poplar, sprue
and fir. by the cord in car lots.d. livered a
Franklin Roid station. Maine'* M. C. Acs
tin. Egypt, Me.
—

L. W. Higgins house on
hast Maple street; 7 large rooms, stuue
and cement cellar; iu good condition. Will
be sold cheap for cash, or'<u easy terms. Inquire on premises. Allan Rooks. East Maple
ot., Ellsworth. Me.

I^ORMERI.Yithe

THERE
The

State of Maine must indemnify tue
in the sum of
ft.OQO and #7.ogo. i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of
Sunday
‘close time" law. A like amount must be
paid to me for each and every violation of the
Decaloeue by the state of Maine and the federal government of the United state
of America.
Mm Oath akin u Farrz Austin.

publish
medicine*.

recover^b^tak

You will hasten
Ing one of Ayer's Pills at bedtime
rOST CARDS
NEW ENGLAND VIEWS
*11 different 10c. Enter Card,
lc.rech
EmboMed plain and jilt. Aleo
other
..udi. Birthday, comic, motto many
and flower
"
wanted.
Agent*
Clrenlar. R. fH,.,
54S Shawmut Ave., Boston,
Mass.,

TEW

Dept

»*L“'

PARKER 8POFFORD,
WM. BEAZLEY.

Attest:—John F.

;__:

__

ui

M“r C' F*m A0*T'---

Aug. It. 1907.

sncuL

nonet.

not

trespass in Canienlocus Park. I
demand protection to life and
property
naiicvvti toe sta
y
B*— Uf/
Maine, and the United States of America

__Mamt;c. Fannt Acstim
Piatnaional Carts.

EDMOND X WALSH,
ATTORNEY
National Bank

Building.
Mania.

care

«hn

assistance during the next five
residcnt8 of Ellsworth I
them on m,K.
room and accomto care for them at the
CHy Farm
M. J. DaUMUBY.

V?? *re
fannt il1.?,rK!n'
*
«!>re

ea^

—

"h*,..
^

4U<*JT
ue*J

thereon.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of EllaHAZl*2
worth to support and
for those
need

coodttimia
cCKKlatlon,

HESPBCTFDLLY

AMO

nmt.

-—'

may

legal Xo tiers.
STATIC or maim-:.
Hancock sa.:—To tbe Hooorab <■ J utiic* of
the Supreme Judicial Court next to b*
hoiden at Ellsworth, within a id for ti<
County of Hancock, on the he... .u! Tuesd*?
of April, A. h. i»oe.
Nellie H.
repreeenta
Murphy, of Eden, Hancock County.
Maine, and gives tins honorable court t*-1 0*
informed that she was lawfully married U
John K. Murphy at Roxburv. Maaaachuietta
on the ninth day of
April A. U. :aM, by B*1
John Smith, a minister of the gospel; that k«
maiden name was Nellie Hora:i; ihat the?
lived together from the time or their *id
marriage until the first day of November
A. D 1WJ4. at said
Ro*bury, when your libe'le*
deserted your libellant and ha* never re*
turned to her since, which desertion naabeefl
utter desertion continued for three connect
tive years uext prior to the filing of thu tit#-that the residence of the said libeller in*
known to your libellant and cannot be ai;ertamed by reasonable diligence; that yoaru*
bellaut has always conducted Qerselt M *
faithful, true and afft ctiouate »ife. but the h*
bellee, wholly regardless c f bit marrlaft
vows and duties, has been guilty of eitrvw
cruelty and cruet and abusive treatment »*
wards her, to wit, ever since their said msr*
riage: your libellant avers that there u a®
collusion between her and her said huso*®0
to obtain a divorce.
Wherefore she prays that the bonds of
rimony between her and her said hctbaaa®*
dissolved by divorce.
Nellie H- Mlufit.
February 20. 1908.

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

NOTICE.

THE

DO

[Directors.

)

STATE OF MAINE
Hancock sa
Subscribed and sworn to,
Before me,
Stephen L. Kingsley. [L. H
Notary PublicSTATE OF MAINE
nrt
Hancock sa.
Supreme Judicial
In Vacation. Ellaworth. Febry 21. A.DUpon the foregoing libel, ordered: That'*'
libellant give notice to tbe said
to appear before the Justice of our s
preme Judicial Court, to be hoiden at
worth, within and for the County o( Hancock
on the Second Tuesday of April A. D. I
by publishing an attested copy of said i‘
and this order thereon, three weeks
aieely In the Ellaworth American, a
paper printed In Ellaworth iu our Count,
Hancock, Uta laat publicatiou to be turn
daya at leaat prior to the second ‘“',
day of April next, that he may there_am
then in our said Court appear and
»ald libel.
Aaiio W. bu"-\
Juatice of the Sup. Jud.
A true oopy of the Libel and Order of ton

TAKE

penalty besides Maine laws for close
time js from #J.oqo to #5.000 or
thirteeu
*“•«*• prison; Sunday». #3.000 to
™0"ih>
■
000 or
Af
fitimmn
IV. MmJ
•7,000
fifteen
month#' imprison meat, in
each and erery
.v./ oaM of ttespass
kT
»n Cuniculocos park from this date.

Offices, First
Elimwohtk.

We have no aocrate ! We
the formula* of ail our

?»/<*»•

nullification of the self day
STATUTE OF TI! K STATE OF MAINE'.
wu hunting and
shooting as usual
on Sunday in Cuniculous
Park. Oct. 6,
1J0..

SARSAPARILLA.
PILLS.
HAIR vigor.

Total.
1307.18*
STATE OF MAINE.
Cocntt or Hancock as.:—I, Edward B
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, to
solemnly swear that the above statement u
true to the best of
my knowledge snd belief.
EDWARD B. MOOR, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me tbiiJtti
day of February, lwe.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM.
(Signed)
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
pascal p. oilmore.

PIANO—H.

the

A. Doctors

LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid in. <50.006*
Surplus fund.
10,081
Undivided profits, leas expenses
and taxes paid.
6,471f
National Bank notes outstanding
4IJ8M
Due to other national banks.
8*
Dividends unpaid.
II
Individual deposits subject to cteck, 1SSJMV
Demand certificates of deposit
6.BSB

F. Miller square; in good condidiiion. Will be sold cheap for cash, inquire at A murk an office.

jcprrtal Xatirre.

letter

of

furnishes food

SJB8§

Comedies.

Roaring

lost.
OltLAND.

to be borne by the power
company under the original agreement made by the previous adminis-

to

pictures.

change

1

was

the endorsement of
of the tax-payers.

OONDITIOJ

BiM National fig

the power company, is an
exaggeration. A large part of the
expense of the road and bridge

tration, with
mass meeting

COMPANY,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING GO.

squeezing
changes

particulars

STRENGTH and LIBERALITY.

even though some
Stuart tactics in dealing with men who
of those demands were virtual abro- i come here with the
view of locatiig
gations of the acts of the previous factories.
board endorsed by a mass meeting of
The statement by Alderman Stuart
the citizens.
Alderman Stuart, the committee of that the present city government
one appointed by the last city gov- saved to the city more than So,000 by

For Alderman—Charles E. Alexander.
For Warden—George M. Campbell.
For Ward Clerk—John A. Lord.
For Constable—Dorephus L. Fields.

Bonds

Some criticism has been made of the
for alderman from ward 1, Albert
F. Stockbridge, for his position on the
Sunday-closing movement. Mr. Stockbridge bad some excuse for the stand he
took, as he was looking after his own business interests.
In ray judgment, the
whole storm centre in tbe Sunday-closing
By reason of its strength and liberality, the EASTERN TRUST
agitation was Aid. Stuart, who purposely
& BANKINO COnPANY is recognised as a safe and convenmisconstrued the intention of the petifor Sunday
tioners
ient depository for money.
observance, and
stirred up the agitation for political reasYour Account, subject to your check, Unsolicited.
ons.
If our nominee is to be condemned
for his attitude, how about City Treasurer
zy/h Interest paid on Check Aooounts.
Leland, who took the same stand?
All accounts balanced monthly.
I am credited with telling the truth
about the wood-lot. 1 hope I did; I try to
Surplus (earned) #400,000.
Capital #175,000.
l»e truthful. I reported 250 cords of hardTotal Capital #575,000.
wood cut, and enough standing, according to my judgment, for another year’s
I have been asked how much
cutting.
MAINE.
soft wood there wa6 on the lot, and
BANGOR,
replied that I had made no estimate of it.
I want to say a word about the purchase
of the $rc horses. When this matter was
under consideration, the use of horses in
the summer for sprinkling streets
and
National Bank Stattmmt.
dmuf rmints.
hauling gravel, and in winter for plowREPORT OP THE
ing sidewalks and hauling wood, was
intended as a |help to meeting tbe increased expense.
-OF THE| It wag further intended to solicit subions
streets
from
the
script
ELLSWORTH.
for, sprinkling
I business men, the same as heretofore, as
»t Buck,
it was believed the sections benefited
port. In the Bute of Mi.of
j
»t the close of baalnri.,
would willingly bear a greater part of the
Pebianrj It. law.
Watch this space every week
expense. Aid. Stuart took it upon himRESOURCES
1
self as a committee of one to solicit subI.o»ri end dlecoonU. Ilst-na
!
of
for
secured
Overdrafts,
and unsecured,
Min
script ions, but he never solicited a dollar.
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation
».«■
The city lost something like f400 through
Premiums on IT 8 Bonds.
148II
Bonds,
etc.
securities,
8.M3
j his negligence.
Pictures Wednesday and Thursday Banking bouse, furniture and sutures
58*
| 1 could write a good deal more about the
Due from State Banks and Bankers,
5CC
The Great
city business of the pa3t year, and give
Due from approved reserve agents,
14486
the tax-payers of Ellsworth something
Checks and other caah items.
8k
(
Notes
of
other National Banka
386 *
new to think about in every line.
I am a
Fractional paper cnrrencv, nickeis
and centa.
; tax-payer myself and have the interest of
Ml
Lawful money reserve in bank. xii.
the city at heart. I arn not in politics this
HpecU.11,606 50
AND
year—never was in politics—but if any
*■***!• tender notes— 1.100 00
12,78*
Redemption fund with V. 8 Treastax-payer wants to talk city business with
urer (5 per cent, of circulation
me this year, I will be glad to accommoTotal.
I«*r.«*
date him.
Charles H. Ccbtis.

city government,

Warden—William A. Austin.
Ward Clerk—Asa W. Maddocks.
Constable—Frank M. Moore.

be said that he
board meeting,
not in sympathy
With Alderman Stnart in his attitude
toward the power oompany.
To give color to his contention that
he was not antagonistic to the power

At

i%

nominee

for the power company to throw up ; Ellsworth want more of this
kind of
the whole proposition, and they had
prosperity. But the music of the
to submit to demands made by the dinner
pails will never be created by

Ward 4.

Mayor Greely it may
repeatedly, in open
expressed himself as

who has worked his own way thiwQgh
college, and established for himself
an honorable place in the community

held, the dam was simply a tbifcg
1
hoped for, and it behooved the city to good dollars in Ellsworth packets,
give every encouragement possible. but has resulted in an advance in
During the past year, the dam was in price of labor which bids fair to prove
process of building; it was too late permanent. The
laboring men of

Ward 3.

municipal

Ellsworth prefer a man who has no
other business but politics, or a man

ness or profession, or with the man
I: is this action of the previous who has?
The republican nominees
board that Alderman Stuart now criti- for
mayor and aldermen are all succises. It he had been in power, it cessful business men.
wouldn’t have happened. Fortunately
for Ellaworth, Alderman Stuart was
Candidate Stuart boasts in

Word 1.
For Alderman—Albert F. Stock bridge.
For Warden—8. Milton Beckwith.
For Ward Clerk—George H. Brooke.
For Constable—Reuben 8. Sargent.

present

One argument (?) our democratic
friends are using against the election
of Dr. Simonton as mayor ds that be
has other business. Do the 'voters of

Power Co., in Ellaworth. and any dams, power

FRANK F. 8IMONTON.

Ward

's

plants, pole linea, real property and equipments which said company may acquire in
Ellsworth in auch developments.

Election, Monday, March 2, 1908.

Alderman—Hoyt

et?

Harbo^

REPUBLICAN TICKET

For
For
For
For

foolish enough to go on the tickWas it because he objected to
the head of his ticket? If so, why?
Why have men who have been democrats all their lives asked for Simonwas

entirely harmodissenting

not a

passed:

this convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
Ssth M. Carter, Chairman.
Bvrok Botd, Secretary.
Lewiston, February, 12,1906.

Alderman—Ira B.

was
was

Resolved, That it U the »en»e of tht» board
that in Tiew of the probable advantage* to
accrue to the city of Ellsworth from the tnveetment of the large amouRt of capital neceaaary to improve and develop the water power
on Union river at Ellaworth. and the probable
lapse of time necessary before such investment will prove profitable, the board of asaeaaors for the year 190S and the aucceedlng nine
years thereafter should place a valuation of
not exceeding *00,000 upon all the present
A Union River
property of the Bar

All electors of Maine, without regard to
past political affiliations, who believe in the
principles of the republican party and endorse its policies, are cordially Invited to
unite under this call in electing delegates to

For
For
For
For

First and Refunding

refuse to
until the

voice.
As a result of this meeting, and
having secured the sense of the peoton Stickers this year?
ple as expressed at this meeting, the
Is there more than one way in
aldermen granted the petitions and
which these “whys” can be answered?
passed the necessary vote authorizWe ask you, voters of Ellsworth, is
ing the changes. The following vote
there?
was also

fbr the purpose of selecting six candidates for

FOE

few facts.

minority.
According to my judgment, Aid. Stuart
has not looked,
breathed or spoken in
last
moment
this
very
year?
any way or manner throughout the mudid
Frank
S.
Lord
make
the
Why
nicipal year, except as furthering his owu
statement in two or three places that
political ends and ambitions. Every move
spoke in favor of the proposition. he hoped he would be beaten if be be has made has had politics behind <t.

Average for the year of 1907,

A

a

the first pla *e I will say positively
that I declined to accept nomination for
either alderman or mayor, and so informed the republican city committee.
I was elected last year on the republican
ticket, but when I took my seat at the
board I threw away all politics and knew
neither republican nor democrat. I was
for the city of Ellsworth, and to serve the
interest of the whole city, regardless of
politics, was my only desire, and I carried
it out so far as I could as one of the
In

was

no case was

oiTCBjKinonus.

Alder man Curtis Speak*.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb. 26.
To the Tax-payer» of ElUxcorth :
An alleged “republican voter” of ward
1 brings my name into tbe political dis-

reinstated if they appear before the
board which is in session this week
and show to its satisfaction that they
have a right to vote in Ellsworth.

deal

AT

t

mistakes may perhaps
have been
made, but even these voters are not
disfranchised, as their names will be

American, goes back to the original
concessions the previous republican
administration made to the power
company. He would give the impression that this was the result ot a quiet

5 he £Usu)ovtti American.

KnowltoX^
n“u",ii0.

aubaertber hereb/ gl»es
*d
be haa been duly
latrator of tbe eatale of
CHARLES F. DUNBAR, late of
BRIDGE, MASS..
as
bonds
and
dacaaaad,
girsn
harm*
law
directa.
All
y
persons
mends
estate
tbe
against
deceased are desired to present the »*“ ,e.
settlement, and all Indebted thereto s«
quested to make payment immediately.
William H.
1*1 Devonshire 9t.. Boston,
February la, law.

THE

appointed

HbbtrtiBrmmU.

CITY! FINANCES

OF MAINE.

STATE

to be voted for, In the several ward* In the City tf
List of candidates nominated,
March 2, W08

Ellsworth,
ndliiates

wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying
specimen ballot— fire to one hundred dollare fine.

for

penally
or

JOHN A.

a

list

of

CUNNINGHAM, City Clerk.

Straight Ticket, make a X within the Square above the
To vote
vote a Split Ticket, mark X in the Square over the Party
To
name.
a

Party

name, erase

printed

name

in libt under X and fill in

SPECIMEN

COUNTY NEWS.
additional

Treasurer and Collectors—
Condition of the City I>eht.
The city report is not yet published,
but the reports of the treasurer and collectors are sufficient to indicate in a general way the result in dollars and cents of

Report

of

year’s work.
Following is a

soon

f

new name.

BALLOTS.

Rev. Mr. Bryant has been holding a
series of special meetings at South Penobscot, with good results.
Much interest is manifested in approaching town meeting, partly on account of a
high school in the air, and other rumors
that have not been clearly defined. What
the outcome of a town meeting will be in
this town, the real prophet seldom has the
courage to predict.

#91,945 56
Cr.
Notes and bonds

$31,350 00
2,106 00
20 00

pdCoupons.

ONE

Fares on Weaver case-.
Interest
Pensions..
State tax..

County

1

REPUBLICAN DEMOCRAT
For

Mayor.

For

Mayor,

KK.vNK F. SI MONTON, Ward Two.

GEORGE) B. STUART, Ward Two.

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

TiTtEItT F. STOCKBR1DOE. Ward

1

For Warden,

For Warden,

7

MILTON BECKWITH. Ward 1.

HARRY B. ST AN WOOD. Ward 1.

For Ward Clerk,

For Ward Clerk.

GEOROB

FRANK S. LORD, Wnrd 1.

H. BROOKS. Ward 1.

1,410

88

1,152 00
6,088 63
2,654 09
915 48
I8 60
1,006 00
632 91
59998
44,468 90

tax.

Abatements.
Tax on wood-lot.
J. H. Bresnahan, com’n
"
A. M. Foster,
Incidentals
Mayor’s orders

Feb. 25.

The

at

notes.
Notes for bond issue.

28,760

Feb. 25.

13,300

S.

#87,280

AMHERST.

1,425

Harold Kenniston cut his leg Monday.
While working in the mill Monday,
Roscoe Grover received serious injuries.
He was working at the cutting-off saw
when it broke, one piece cutting him
badly. He was carried home, and Dr. Patten dressed the wounds. Mr. Grover is
now resting comfortably, but will be laid
up for some time.
Feb. 25.
O.

ASSETS.

Uncollected taxes.#23,304 53
657 42
Due from all sources
2.858 18
Cash in treasury

The treasurer reports

unpaid

26,514 IS
#62,160 87

Net debt.

TWO.

serve

Mrs. Rose Wedge, who was operated on
her home last Thursday by Drs. Ober
and Wakefield, was on Sunday removed to
Cash in treas.
2,558 18
Bar Harbo^ hospital for treatment. Her
many friends here hope she may soon
regain her health.
COLLECTORS’ ACCOUNTS.
The many friends here of Mrs. Samuel
B. Gilley, of Baker’s island, w'ere saddened
A.
M.
shows
Foster’s report
Collector
as follows:
by her death. Mrs. Gilley had lived in
town twenty-five years, and was highly
Commitment. #50,111 20 esteemed. She leaves a husband and one
Collected.
44,760 01 daughter, Leona, an aged mother, brothers and sisters, and other relatives.
Balance uncollected.
5,481 19
Feb. 24.
R.
Collector J. il. Bresnahan’s account for
1906 shows a balance of f6,919.67, including
SURRY.
interest, settled in full.
The Surry dramatic club will soon presMr. Bresnahan, special collector for
collected
ent
“Me
and
Otis”.
years back of 1906 reports |222.97
out of a total of |18,062.84. These are the
Miss Esther Emery is home from Bucksold aud probably uncollectable taxes ex- port, where she has been teaching.
tending back to 1887.
J. F.
attended the grand lodge
The table of liabilities and assets, con- A. O. U.Staples
W. at Waterville Thursday.
densed, shows as follows:
Capt. Fred Phillips and wife, of BrookLIABILITIES.
lin, were guests of J. F. Staples and wife
Outstanding bonds. #46,200 Saturday and Sunday.

For Constable,

■W\

fifty-five

$92,387 37

GUY G. RAYMOND, Ward 1.

8. SCOTT E8TEY, Ward 1.

town warrant contains

articles. The ladies’ aid society will
dinner on town meeting day.

#88,675

REl'BEN S. SARGENT. Ward 1.

H.
CRANBERRY ISLES.

Due for perpetual care cemetery lots,
years 1901-2-8-4-5-6-7.

Kor Constable,

and^wil!

with their

31,180 00
44,760 01
7.138 66

Coll Foster.
Bresnahan.

place.

J. M. Hutchins and wife spent Sunday
daughter, Mrs. Reuben Devereux, at North Castine.

880.90
6,977 64
263 80
3.78188

Supt. Royal.
sundry sources.
city notes and bonds re
deemed, etc.

be in

no

outstanding

orders.

city debt is |88,675 against
100,241.98 last year. The net citv debt,
reckoned in the usual way. is 62,160.87,
against 062,061.12 a year ago.
The

gross

BLUEHILL

|

The ladies of the Baptist circle will serve
dinner in the town hall as usual town
meeting day, March 2.

atibrtUstmcnta

FOUR.

\ mnrriTiIrr

REPUBLICAN
For

Mayor,

«

FRANK V. SI MONTON, Ward Two.

HOLLIS B. ESTEY, Ward 2.

EDWARD E, DOYLE, Ward 2.

For Warden,

LORENZO I). FOSTER. Ward 2.

JOSEPH MORRISON. Ward 2.

ease

Catarrh is the most prevalent disknown to humanity. Probably
Miss Mary A. Smith was called to Port- ninety per cent, of the people in this
country suffer at one time or another
land Monday by the illness of her sister,
with this common disease.
Mrs. Herbert Seeds.
It is a germ disease and hence can
Misses Annie and Helen C. Mitchell and be cured only by some method that
Irvin Stackpole and Aubrey Caspar, of will reach and destroy the germs.
This is best found in Hyomei, which
Beverly, Mass., went to Clifton Sunday.
may be called the direct method of
Aubrey Caspar, of Beverly, Mass., came
catarrh, as its medication,
Friday to visit bis sister, Mrs. Eliza treating
taken tn with the air you breathe,
Stackpole, and other relatives and friends goes directly to every air cell in the
in Maine.
nose, throat and lungs; kills all caMiss Certrude Seeds is quite ill at the tarrhal germs; heals the irritated
home of her sister, Mrs. William Richard- mucous membrane and vitalizes the
Her mother, tissues so as to render catarrh no
son, at North Ellsworth.
Mrs. L. M. Seeds, is with her.
longer possible.
The unique way in which Hyomei is
sold should dispel all doubt as to its
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
curative properties, for G. A. Parcher
Gertrude Fuller, of Ellsworth, is visit- gives his absolute guarantee to refund
the price to any catarrh sufferer that
ing Lewis Flood and wife.
Mrs. Levi Beckwith and son Milton, of Hyomei fails to benefit. You do not
visited
friends
here last week. risk a cent in testing its healing
Ellsworth,
Mrs. Jenness McGown and daughter powers. What offer could be more
fair to you than this, where a leading
; Hazel visited friends in Ellsworth last
druggist takes ail the risk of Hyomei
j week.
! Cora Richardson is visiting her parents* giving satisfaction, and leaves you to
Daniel Richardson and wife.
She is be the
judge.
; recovering from pneumonia.

REPUBLICAN
For

DEMOCRAT
For Mayor,

Mayor,

GEORGE B. STUART, Ward Two.

i
For Alderman.
AUSTIN, Ward 4

For Alderman,
ALVIN STAPLES. Ward 4.

For

Ward^ji.

For Warden,
JOSEPH H. McGOWN, Ward 4.

MAYO. Ward 2.

For Ward Clerk.
ASA W. MADDOCKS, Ward 4.

For Constable,
FKANK M. MOORE. Ward 4.

For Ward Clerk.
OLIN L. SARGENT, Ward 4.

For Constable,
JOHN W. MOORE, Ward 4.

Come in and ask

church Sunday morning,
St. Jude’s vestment society met with
I Mrs. Nettie Phippen Thursday afternoon
and
chose the following officers:
Presi!
dent, Mrs. Certrude Jordan; vice-preaij dent, Mrs. Louise Patten; secretary, Miss
j Hattie Pierce; treasurer, Mrs. Jennie
i

!

For Constable,
MOSES I.

MV STORE

Rev. J. R. Norwood, of Eastport, held
holy communion services in the Episcopal

|

me

Parties have been the order
There

were

can save

past

flinch parties at Eason
at Fred Crimmin’s Fri-

I Higgins’ Tuesday,
day, and at Saiquel Dodge’s
Clarence
j ning. Capt.
a

the

Saturday

Lynam

and wife

en-

Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
tfie diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining
i of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely
closed, Deafness is the result, and unless the
inflammation cun be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is uothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) thatcauuot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

CASH

Mayor,

FHANK F. 8IMONTON. Ward Two.

For

I GUARANTEE ALL

MY DENTAL WORK.
Many

GREENLAW—At Oceanville, Feb 22, to Mr
and Mrs Joseph A Greenlaw, a daughter.

[Lillian Madeline.]
M’CAULEY—At Stonington, Feb 16. to Mr
and Mrs Floreston McCauley, a daughter.

M’LEOD—At Trenton, Feb 13, to Mr anti
George H McLeod, a son. [George H.]
MEADER—At Trenton. Feb 15, to Mr and
Frank A Meader, a son.
TODESCHI—At Stonington, Feb 8, to Mr
Mrs Ceveria Todeschi. a daughter.
WOOD—At Orland, Feb 17, to Mr and
Luzon A Wood, a son.

GEORGE B. STUART. Ward Two.

For Alderman,

IRA R. IIAGAN. JR.. Ward 3.

CHAKI..ES MONAGHAN, Ward 3.

REPUBLICAN
For

For Warden.

For Warden,

LEVI W. BENNETT, Ward 3.

ARTHUR W. SALISBURY, Ward 3.

ULMOUKA I
OEORGE B.

STUART, War.I Two.

For Alderman,

For Alderman,

CHARLES E. ALEXANDER, Ward 5.

HARVARD C. JORDAN, Ward 5.

with tlie latest and most scientimethods enable me to give
you dental service that cannot be
surpassed anywhere, at any price.
Beware of inferior service ; come
to me; I guarantee best work
and moderate prices always.

fic

t f. Sim D. D.

|

4>

SPRING FLOWERS
OF ALL KINDS.

TULIPS,

DAFFODILS, NARHYACINTHS.

CISSUS,
ROSES,

CARNATIONS
AT TIIE

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.

_

For Ward Clerk,
JOHN A. LORD, Ward 5.

ELECTRICAL
Pall Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
Olrea.
EuiutM.'H Wlrllf ul Supplies Cheerfully
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west eml bridge).
AND

For Constable,

DOREPHL'S L. FIELDS, Ward 5.

a

to meet every

For Warden,
FRED F.

HAYNES, Ward 5.

For Ward Clerk,
AUSTIN M. FOSTER, Ward 5.

For Constable,
EDWARD F. BRADY, Ward 5.

J. P.

Ellsworth.

WINDSOR HOTEL

ington.

W. T.

BRUBAKER, Manager.

Midway iNJtwofu Broad St. Station
and Heading Terminal on Filbert St.
A convenient and homelike
while in the city shopping.

BRAY—At

Feb
PHER80N—At
Johi
Franklin,
19,
Pherson, aged 68 years, 2 months, 19 days.
SARGENT-At Ellsworth, Feb 25, Calvin
Sargent, aged 40 years, 4 months.
TODESCHI—At Stonington, Feb 20, infau
daughter of Mr and Mrs Ceveria Todeschi
aged 14 days.
TURNER—At Brooklin, Feb 21, Austin i
Turner, aged 63 years, 1 month, 21 days.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

TITUS-CHIPMAN—At Bucksport, Feb 19, by
W Price, Georgia E Titus to Percy L
Rev
Chipman, both of Bucksport.

MARTIN A. GARLAND. Ward 3.

3.
ARTHUR B. MITCHELL. Ward

“Clarion”, it is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

HLAISDELL—SNOW—At EastOrland, Feb 19,
by Rev J W Price. Miss Frankie Ethel
! Blaisdell to Harvey Albert Snow, both of
East Oriand.
HINCKLEY—M’DONALD —At
Stoniugtou.
Feb 18, by Rev C W Robinson, Mrs Elsie
!
Hinckley to Neil McDonald, both of Ston-

DIED.

C. M. WITHAM, Ward 3

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is

Mrs

Brooklin, Feb 23, Augustine D
Bray, aged 65 years.
COLLINS—At Stonington, Feb 20, Laurence
M Collins, aged 29 days.
GAINDLE—At Bluehill, Feb 21, Isaac Perry
Grindle, aged 96 years, 5 months, 8 days,
t HARRIMAN—At Stonington, Feb 21, infanl
son of Mr and Mrs Durbon Harriman, aged
3 months, 11 days.
M’CAULEY—At Stonington, Feb 16, Gladyt
McCauley, aged 2 months, 11 days.
PETERS-At Bluehill, Feb 17, Mrs Abbie N
Peters, aged 69 years, 7 months, 3 years.

For Constable,

CLARION.

and

WILLIAM E. CLOUGH, Ward 3.

For Conatatde,

Bangor, Me,

THE—

Mrs

For Ward Clerk,
For Warden,

to-

experience

perfect familiarity

Mrs

For Ward Clerk,

GEORGE M. CAMPBELL, Ward 5.

of

MARRIED.

For Mayor,

Mayor,

FRANK F. SIMOXTOX, Ward Two.

years

gether with

57 Main St.,

Stonington, Feb 9, to Mr and Mrs
Wells Greene Gray, a sou. [Stephen
Stephen
Wells Greene.]

Mayor,

For Alderman.

ME.

be

GRAY—At

FIVE.

REPUBLICAN DEMOCRAT
For

STORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

BORN.

WARD

money here.

M. MOORE,

M.

eve-

tertained
party of twenty at whist Saturday evening.
Feb. 24.
A.
Deafness Cannot

to prove it.

YOXJ

Conary.
week.

For Ward Clerk,
JOHN E. MOULTON, Ward 2.

Prices. Are Right

SEAL HARBOR.

WII.UIAM A. AUSTIN. Ward 4.

HOWARD F. WHITCOMB, Ward 2

The Calendar club will meet with Mrs.
Walter Bonsey Monday evening.

party

HOYT K.

For Countable,

Mass., Saturday.

The ladies of this place will have a leapyear
Wednesday night, Feb. 26, at
Mr. Prigmore’s camp.
All gentlemen are
invited. Refreshments will be served.

FRANK F. SI MONTON, Ward Two.
For Warden,

Catarrh Yields
To Healing Air of Hyomet. Sold
Under Guarantee by G. A. Parcher.

GEORGE B. STUART, Wanl Two,

For Alderman,

JOHN F. ROYAL. Ward 2.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Miss Martha J. Barron left for Lowell,

Mayor,

For Alderman,

For Ward Clerk,

1

DEMOCRAT
For

atri)fttf»rmnu«,

other payee

Christiana and Byron Hatch are home
from Albion, where they have been teachirg.

of Treasurer

Leland’s report:
Dr.
Rec'd from T F Mahoney.
State

$ee

NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Mrs. Etta Billings is very ill.
The new pulpit has arrived

the

summary

County lfewn

place to staj

An excellent restaurant where
service combines with low prices.
Rooms Sl.OO per

day

good

and up.

The only moderate priced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.
ELUSWOBTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
"NO

PAY, NO

WASHES."

All kinds of laundry work don. at abort
Good, called t.r and delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
I

WEST END

BRIDGE,

notion.

ELLSWORTH Ml

«bbertt® entente.

subscribers al 107
th* 217 post-offices in Hancock county.
4
tht other papers in the County comA
bined do not reach no many. The AMERI.jm American has

UOU-Mlx .NEWS.

*

§ or

is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, t it is the only paper that can propmrly be called a County paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulaH
The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

Mrs. Helen

Rev.

A. W. Lorimer

in

was

Mrs. Elizabeth
was

atives.

Dyer

and

DeBeck,
guests
Egypt* recently.
were

have spent the winter with relatives
Northeast Harbor, are at home.

fuwi

i'uo.

WEST GOULDS BOBO.

icotcjj

Mrs. 3. 8.
Mrs. Mabel Clark,
n

ui

uw

Miss Marion F. Steven*, of Bar Harbor,
visited friends here last week.

Harry Ashe, wife and daughter Sybil
spent Sunday in Ashville.
R. S. Nichols and wife, of Uherryflcld,
spent Sunday with S. G. Wood and wife.

It

eently visited her grandparents, Thomas

Havey

and

wife,

has

returned

home.

Genevieve Havey accompanied her.
John Pherson, an honored citizen, who
bad been ill for some time, died Wednesday. The funeral wras held at his home
Friday, Rev. Harry Lee. officiating. The
remains were taken to Gouldsboro for
interment.

Everard Noyes, wife and Mrs. F. A.
of Sullivan, called on friends

COUNTY NEWS
For Additional

County

tee

Young the late

A.
*

Wednesday evening there was a large
NORTH LAMOINE.
gathering of relatives at the home of
Henry G. Wooster and wife, West FrankFrank Carlton, Mr. Dummer and Bari
W. S. Archer has returned from Cot
j
lin, at the marriage of their daughter Joy are at Flander’s pond fishing.
necticut, where he has been employed.
Marion to Carroll Dunn. The parlors
Charles Emery, of Rockland, formerly
Mrs. Edward Hopkins, of Ellswortl
were decorated with carnations and ferns.
of the Sullivan Granite Co., was in town ! was the guest of Mrs. A. E. Austin lai I
In one corner a wedding bell was susFriday.
week.
pended, and beneath this the bridal party
Sorosis will meet Friday evening of this
Friends of Miss Annie E. Roberts, c f
stood. The ceremony was performed by
week.
The proceeds will be for the ben- ; Anson, were pleased to receive a call froi II
Bev. R. B. Mathews, of Ellsworth. The
efit of the Sunday school, which is much her last week.
Miss Roberts former!
wedding march was played by Mrs. Genein need of service books.
taught here, and is highly respected h v
vieve Collins. The bridal couple was
w
as the guest of Mrs. A. E. Aus
Rev. N. R. Pearson preached an inter- all. She
Attended by Miss
Julia Guptill, of
Gouldsboro, as maid-of-honor, and Mr. esting sermon Sunday afternoon on tin.
Cushman, of Bangor, as best man. The “What is Man, that Thou art mindful o1
OBITCABY.
bride was gowned in white organdie and him”. The subject will be continued nex t
Mrs. Eunice Young, widow of lsaia •j
carried a bouquet of roses. The brides- Sunday evening.
H.
Feb. 24.
maid wore light blue voile and carried a
Young, died Monday, Feb. 17, at tfa e
home of her granddaughter, Mrs. A.
bouquet of carnations. During the cereNORTH HANCOCK.
Richardson, after a brief illness, at th
mony Mrs. Watson sang, “Oh Promise
Pearl Stratton has returned from Boston. advanced
Me.” Congratulations by the large comage of ninety-two years and si
The Misses Springer, of Lamoine, were months. The day previous to her deal
pany followed, amid singing of songs,
she walked into the dining-room and at e
Miss Florence Dunn, pianist. On a table week-end guests of Flora Stratton.
in the back parlor were the gifts for
the dinner with the family and seemed to fc e
Mrs. Charles Googins attended
the
happy couple from their many sportsman's ball in Bar Harbor Friday on the rapid road to recovery, but o 1
friends.
Here
loo were served
reMonday morning she began to have sink
evening.
ing spells which continued until just afte r
freshing fruit sherbet, chicken sandFriends of William Stewart, who is in
noon, when she died.
wiches and cake, the cousins of the bride,
Arkansas for medical treatment, are glad
Mrs. Young had always been an am
in white, serving.
Later the wedding to hear he is
slowly improving.
cake was presented the guests by the
bitious, active woman, and had retaine I
Rena and Myra Springer are expected
her faculties to a remarkable degree, onl J
bride’s sister, Miss Mildred. Mr. and
home Wednesday from Castine, where they
her eyesight being impaired. She was on
Mrs. Dunn were targets for confetti behave been attending the normal school.
whom to know was to love and respec
fore leaving the house for the short bridal
_

Inez and Sadie Martin, of Ash
visiting their brother, Capt. C
E. Martin.
Misses

ville,

Mrs. Everett Merchant spent last weel
at Stephen Merchant’s. Mrs. Merchant
who has been

before the train left the station
trip,
their friends deluged them with rice.
They will be at home to their friends after
March 15, at the old home, Gouldsboro.
They have the best wishes of a host of
*
friends.
Feb. 24.
B.

Feb. 24.

HANCOCK.
Mrs. Elizabeth Oakesjwill entertain the
Merry Wives club Thursday afternoon.
At the meeting of Elinee council
Wednesday evening one^candidate will be
adopted. Refreshments will*be served.
Capt. Boyd P. Foss, of the schooner
John Maxwell, recently visited his parents, O. W. Foss and wife, while his vessel was unloading at Baltimore, Md.
Mrs. C. P. Cook entertained at progresfiive whist Monday evening. First prizes
■were won by Elizabeth Oakes and Herbert
Hall, consolation by Maude Stratton and
H. W. Johnson.
C. E. Owen, of Waterville, secretary of the anti-saloon league, conducted
services at Union church, Sunday afternoon.
During the service Rev. P. A. A.
Killam and R. H. Young sang a duet.
Rev.

Omaha tribe held its regular meeting
Friday evening, with about forty members and twenty-five visitors present.
Three candidates were'raised'to the chief’s
degree, after which a chicken supper
was
served.
The following programme

Recitations, Daniel Foss,
David Springer; speech, Henry Johnson;
story, William McCauley; talks by memwas

rendered:

bers and
order and

perity. It

Non.

Her life

was one

of

motherly

of the

most

ment

at

the close of the

term, Fridayevening, Feb. 28, in Grange hall. The
entertainment
will consist of orignal
parts, plays, recitations and music. The

Mrs. Lorin Wentworth
from her severe illness.

Mrs. T. M. Blaisdell has been visiting
in Bucks
port the past week.

school paper will be for sale.
Feb. 24.

Foley’s Orino Laxative is

a new

improvement on the laxatives

remedy,

C.

of

Boston,

was

in town Sat-

Henry Hawkins and wife left town Sat-

urday.
William Dummer, of Rowley, Mass., is a
guest at Frank Carlton’s.
Henry Simpson left Saturday for his
new home in Phoenix, Ariz.
W. O. Emery, Stan Wilson, Eugene
Simpson and A. T. Wilson spent the holiThe Jumping Off Place,

‘•Consumption

had

in its grasp; and
X had almost reached the jumping off
when I was advised to try Dr. King’s
New Discovery; and I want to say right
now, it saved my life. Improvement
began with the first bottle, and after tak-

H. D. Ball and C. Y.
,

week at
R.

H.

Tunk pond.

dozen bottles I was a well and
again,” says George Moore, of
iiappy
Gnmesland, N. C. Aa a remedy for coughs
and colds and healer of weak, sore lungs
and for preventing pneumonia New Discovery is supreme. 50c. and fl at E. G.
Mookb’b, druggist. Trial bottle free.

ing

one

zie.
At

Mrs. Lillian Hopkins is critically ill.
Mrs. Hattie W’ooster went to Franklii
Sunday to stay a while with Mrs. Ivor]
Butler, who is in poor health.
in

Bangor Satur

day.
Mrs. Alex Taylor has gone to Orono t<
visit her daughter.
Feb. 24.
M.

Young

has

purchased

aobertigcmnits.

of

Capt.

F

AMHKKST.

Guy Haynes, of Norcross, is in town.
Horace Watts, jr., who has been ill,

A
was torn to Ned Williams and
wife Feb. 11- Percy.
to

Boston to

Mr. Humphrey, who has been visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Patterson, will return
I to Auburn Monday.
Feb. 21.
E.

L. S.

George Cole, of Rookport, has
a week, called by the illness

The

physician who had attended
the family for thirty years prescribed
Scott’s Emulsion.

feel that
was

boy’s arm
apprenticed

^ blacksmith.

man

ALL DRUQGISTS■ 50c. AND $1.00.

you

returned home after the winter here.
William Crowell left last week [or Parland, to enter the hospital for > sigh

operation.
A. M. Spurting and Q. H. Krrntid in
building boats. They are now huildin( i
large launch.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, of liar Hubs,
preached at the Congregational chard
Sunday afternoon and evening.
Feb. M.

S.

_

Impure blood runs you down, makes t«
easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock
Blood Bitters purines the blood-cum Ut
cauee— builds you up.—Adrk.

Banking.

Mrs. E. 8. New

J. Brown, of Mil bridge, preached
the Methodist church Sunday after-

Rev. U.
in

noon

and

ts what your money will
invested In shares ot tlw

evening.

Feb. 22-

earn

tt

Jen.

BIRCH HARBOR.
F. L. Trundy and wife returned to Sorrento

Friday.

few

here
his sis-

been
of

noon

Cole

society

met

B. Lindsey is slowly recovering from
his critical illness.
Rev. C. D. Crane, of |Waterville, held
the Baptist cburch|.Wednesday
evening.
Feb. 22.
c.
SEAWALL.
Mrs. George Kent went to Massachusetts last Thursday on account of the illness of her grandchildren,
Bertha and
Harold Kent.
Feb. 24.
D.

Share* 81 each monthly m•
ments, 81 per $hare.

WHY PAY

services iu

RENT

when you can borrow on jour
share*, give a Ant mortrak** an-i
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments and Interest together
wifi amount to but little moo*
than you are now paying .'or
rent, and In about ten year* you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Talley,

H*nit BU*

First Nat

A. W.

Ki?ro. President.

!F MOTHERS ONLY KNEW
FI
a

®
When children arc crow, irritable an 1 peevish It doe* not signity that they have bad temper* ; it show* that there i* something wrong with the child which it is not able to explain, and which the
She Only Knew—could
mo
mother—If
easily and quickly cure. Mother*,
stil ly your child's
symptoms ; if cross, peevish, nervous, grits the teeth,
nets the bed, picks the nose, ha* variable
appetite or bowels, suffers with
u ind-colic or
headache, is irritable and restless, has furred tongue or offen*
sivc

breath, you may be

sure

that child is troubled with harms, which

nearly all the Ills of childhood
Don t

old-time

delay—disease
remedy—

comes

cause

suddenly—a few doses of the wonderful

DR. TRUE’S
ELIXIR M
»iai

which

tiguioui

nea.m

important to their future happiness.
fciixir expels the worai, if there
any—if not it acts as a gentle laxative nod

Dr.
are

i* so

True’s

tonic. It cleans out all waste matter from the
stomach and bowels, tones and strengthens
the entire system of adults as well
as children.
Dr. True’s Elixir is a
safe, pure, vegetable tonic and has
been the standard household rem*
edy for
long years.
Sold by all druggists. 35c.. 50c., $1.00.
Write for free book, ’Children and
their Diseases.’*

DR. J. F. 1 RUE & CO.. Auburn. Mi.

Special treatmentfor tope womu. free pnmpklet.

Mrs. L. P.

Thomas F. Bendix has been here for a
days to get his household goods and
take his son Wayne to
Addison, where he
is to live.
Feb. 24.
r

KINEO RANGES
are

known

Fofey’s

oned

f°r

j

The number of sales in this
testifies

territory

to

their

merit.

a

What everybody Wants
Everybody desires good health, which Is
impossible unless the kidneys are heslthv
Kidney Remedy corrects Irregularities
and curts all forms of kidney or bladder dfs
orders. Take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at
and prevent Bright's disease and
diabetes

everywhere

theirdurability and efficiency*

Chopping bees have been held for Albert
Staples, who has been poorly all winter,
and for Mrs. Susan Torrey.

ABeHSEs

open.

O.

few

Us As

now

Wednesday after-

with Mrs. Welch Moore.
will entertain this week.

Feb. 22.

A NEW SERIES
ts

Philip Moore and wife spent a few days
last week with Mrs. Moore’s
mother, Mrs.
Edwin Joyce.

to a

Mrs. Hatton, of Lobec, is visiting fcr
daughter, Mrs. Jasper Myers.
Mrs. William Crowell, of Jone?port,bg

Prospect Harbor,

ATLANTIC.

NOW:
To

a

ter, Mrs. N. T. Morse.
The V. I.

^ would think he

Ray is in Bangor for

for

His arms were soft and flabby.
He didn’t have a strong muscle in his
entire body.

t

re-

Richard Bendix has recovered from his
illness enough to be able to walk out.

tall,

of

caring for her mother.
man, who is ill.

ligator.

Mrs.

was

Stephen Cole,

is

Mr. Estabrook and Miss Bernice Wiljoined the fishing party at Al-

days.

schoolboy

been ill,

Mrs. A. H. Jordan visited relative
(
Northeast Harbor recently.

the woods.
Mrs.

J

has

_

PROSPECT HARBOR.

A Boston
weak and sickly.

Hutchings’ mill spool wood is being
Mr. Hutchings has a large crew

sawed.
in

Loring A. Stanley, who
improving.

an

liams have

Wooster spent las

me

place

!

GOULDSBORO.

_

was

L.

Ernest Whitaker has charge of a large
crew cutting cord w ood
for^Colin McKen-

NORTH SULLIVAN,

Mrs. John Butler

are

Unionville last week.

Feb. 24.

Enoch Burgess, who has been livinj
with his sister, Mrs. Hardison, this win ;
ter, has returned home.
Feb. 24.
R.

Feb. 24.
SOUTH HANCOCK.

an

of former years,
is pleasParcheu.

it does not gripe or nauseate and
ant to take. It is guaranteed. G. A.
as

!

H.

to her home in

Capt. George Erskineand wife

j Mrs. Garland has gone
j sume dressmaking.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Dr. Proctor,
urday.

recoverini

is

are

Arthur Young, wife and children, of
Hancock, spent Saturday night with Mrs.
Young's parents, J. B. Wright and wife.
Miss Drusilla Corneil, who has been
working for Mrs. K. K. Merritt, returned

EAST FRANKLIN.

1

and

C.

VV.

Warren

Haynes and wife, of Trenton
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs
Haynes’ parents, George A. Foss and wife

The many friends of Carroll Dunn
pleased to know that he and his bride
to make West Gouldsboro their home.

improving.

_

enjoyable

Feb. 24.

1

LAMOINE.

meetings ever held by this tribe. The
tribe is in a most flourishing condition,

constantly increasing in membership,
brotherly love prevails.

an<

is

good deeds, and her memory will be fond
it
ly cherished, not only by those of clos ? better.
A. R.
Devereux and wife, who have
kinship, but by all who knew her.
Mrs. W. H. Silsby is visiting her brothbeen visiting friends in Castine, have
Since the death of her aged companioi 1
er, Frank Gregg, in Aurora.
returned home.
last August, she has longed to go home
Mrs. Silsby Goodwin is cooking foi
Mrs. Leslie Deslsle and little son Harold She lived to see the fourth
generation
! Reuel McKeen at the McLaughlin mill
have gone to Millinocket, where they will
having one daughter, Mrs. Rachel Hodg
house, Clifton.
make their home.
kins, one grandson, Rufus Hodgkins, on ►
Mrs. Cyrus Abbott, who has been spend- granddaughter, Mrs. A. A. Richardson
Mrs. W. L. Hussey was called to Parkman last week by the illness of her daughing the winter w ith her children in Wal- and five great-grandchildren.
tham, Mass., is home.
| Funeral services were held Wednesda; ter, Mrs. LiUian Wright.
Eugene Bunker and wife, of Kingman, afternoon at the home of her granddangh
B. W. Silsby, who is working in Banwere in town last week.
They came fox ter. Rev. G. F. Jenkins officiating, assisted gor, was at home a few days last
week,
Rev.
P.
A.
A.
of
Killam,
Ellsworth.
their little daughter Marion, who has by
putting the new windows in the church.
Feb. 34.
Y.
been visiting her aunt, Mrs. Sherman
Mary, widow of Edward Archer, of
Douglass.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Clifton, died at the home of her daughter,
Feb. 24.
H.
Mrs. Augustus Archer, Feb. 20. Funeral
Mrs. Charles Havey is visiting her sis
LAMOINE.
ter, Mrs. Freeman Grant.
j services were held at her home in Clifton
! Feb. 23.
J. L. Higgins will leave for his home
Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of Ellsworth, wil
Feb. 24.
O.
in Blue Earth, Minn., to-day.
speak in the Ferry schoolhouse Thursday j
Miss Abbie Coolidge, who has been at !evening.
GREAT POND.
North Hancock the past three weeks, has |
Mrs. George Hopkins and son Ernest, o
Mrs. Mary Williams is at home from
returned home.
Trenton, recently visited her parents, Au
Boston.
The high school will give an entertain- ! gust us Carter and wife.
son
EAST

guests, in the interests of the
praise of its work and proswas one

kindness

quite ill,

Feb. 24.

I

and

Fred V. Joy and wife and Miss Letitia
Joy, of Winter Harbor, spent Saturday
night with B. F. Leighton and wife.

are

hta

ISLES FORI).

Dorcas L. Wood, who has been
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Sophia Haven, in
Hancock, returned Sunday.

stead.

other page

and cut

throat, falling 1*
the body of his victim.
Percy Du.
the
man
whom Deane
pheney,
sceo*e
Mrs. McKay of having in the
home,su
there, but unable to render assistance I*,
cause of a cut font which confined
him t.
crutches.
across

Miss

W. Young home

O.

pocket

1

Noyes,
Sunday.

■

Tunk Pond camp. Dr. Stevem
day
joined them Saturday night.
There was a small progressive whiel
party at the hall Friday evening.
at

mghtdZ'

fell In

The winter term of intermediate school
Friday, after a pleasant and profitable term taught by Miss Sophie Baker,
of Steuben.
Feb. 24.
E.

NATIONAL biscuit company

and nm.

batter down the door. As
the do»
Mra. McKay, clad in her
ran out and atarted for the
home
neighbor. Deane pursued her and »m
the first blow of the ax almost
«evmd
Mrs. McKay's head from the
body, t'
then rained blow after blow on
hcrui^
lay on the ground, and w hen she >.
he
took
a
motionless,
knife bom hi
ed to

closed

daugbtetf
of

em-

who
at

in town last

Asa

plantation^

A.

ployed in Boston several months, returned
home Saturday.
Deane called at the
McKay house 7!;
W. B. Harrington and wife, who have
o’clock. The door was locked,
and
been visiting relatives in town, returned
admission waa refused, he
to Ellsworth Friday.
accused Ma
McKay of having another man in T
Capt. Wallace W. Sumner and wife, houae. Deane then seised an as

E&stbrook.
Mrs.

had*!?

Deane, aged twenty-one, wM j ?
uated with Mrs. Charles
McKay
twenty-five, and insanely Jealous’ v„
McKay's husband la at work in the w«2

tist church.

In dust tight,
moisture proof packages.
Neoer sold in bulk.

Bragdon, of Lamoine,
week, has gone to

storeroom’^,#
l° **•

A murder of a most brutal
character*,
commuted at West Forks
Somerset county
Thursday night

Rev. C. D. Crane has been in town the
past week conducting services at the Bap-

Oven-fresh—Oven-crisp—Oven-clean—

Percy Clark, who has been teaching at
JPlymouth. is at home for two weeks.
Mrs. Eugene Banker and little daughter Marion returned to Kingman Friday.

.

u*“U

Miss Emma Carter left Friday for WhitBey vi lie, where she will reside with rel-

Uneeda Biscuit

Bangor last

|„

theCin|'I,,'

day.

Harold E. Grover, who has been

piano

hanging

itb

0nt,^

were

Tom Frothinghatn, who has been emin New York, came home Thurs-

at

wife

Keuel W. Soule, ■
*-•■•■■inn An.
prominent
An*,
business
msincs* man,
formerly United
man, formerly
state,
at Waubaahene and
OriUa,
Thursday of heart trouble. He «as, ^
eight years of age. During
he served in the 18th
Maine regw
He was steward and treasurer
of the
Wesleyan seminary and the Maine
He
had
boapHal.
been postm.st..
4
Augusta.

ployed

week, returning Saturday.

who

is

town

W. M. Pettee and wife, of Aahville,
visiting relatives.

Soda Crackers with taste to them

CARIBOU.

of the hotel.
Woodbury |,
murder.
Mra.
Woodbury
wince
Nov. 4.
miMing
w

in town this week

Soda Crackers with crack to them
Soda Crackers with snap to them

TO

attic

here.

Black, of Sullivan, was in
of Dr. .Small.

Dr.

Weat Sullivan.
a

hi.

Monday, the guest

Cecil Butler ia at home from Pittsfield
lor his vacation.

The Baptist society has had
Installed in the church.

Farrar, of Bar Harbor,

visiting relatives

FRANKLIN.

are

■VI1TKKY

Herbert Woodbury, the
wealth, w
| keeper of Foxcroft, WI,
*'t«f
*he
!
discovery of (he boj ^

,rr„t'l6oW

Mrs. Percis Ober returned to Bar Harbor

news.

Esther Havey and children

other pngtt

Monday.

Miss Gladys Bragdon is visiting in Bangor.
Miss Gertrude Bragdon is visiting relatives at Washington Junction.

Mrs.

Ccmnt»

*M

WINTER HARBOR.

CAN

'county

additional

Nem

Buy
F.

B.

AIKEN,

one

and be

convinced

Agent,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

NOYES & NUTTER

Mfg. Co.

Bangor, Maine*

■

Bounty
.,)<« Howal

B. D. Lane are Buffering considersble discomfort with the whooping cough.

news.

r"**' * 'VrW•■

”*

*,**T *•»*

A. 8. Turner,

life-long resident of this
place, dropped dead Friday, while at
his
ice-house. He was a memfilling
ber of the Methodist church, a man of
staunch principles, never afraid to stand
up for the right. He leaves a wife and five
small children, also live children by a
former marriage— George C. and William,
of Boston, Charles A. and Adelbert P., of
Portland, and Alioe A. Turner, who is in
the far West. With the exception of Miss
Alioe, all were present at the funeral
services, which were held at the home
Sunday afternoon, Rev. C. C. Koch officiating. Sympathy is extended the bereaved
family.

BLUB HILL.
Steven., of

John P.
Edgar.
j, brother
A.
The R G. 8.
inc Friday

,0*1
on

ba.ket-ball teem played
The game

was

by Osstlne.

B. Hinckley and C.
Mj(WS Margaret
at
Curtis, who have been teaching

[onington. are

a

home.

O. F., entertained
Rluebill lodge, I. O.
from dentine and other place,
dd Fellows
Feb. 20.
bursday evening,
of the Congregameeting
annual
The
held Feb. 19. After a
Feb. M.
ioual chnrch wa.
H.
there waaa bnainea. aeaaion
jenic supper,
were
letter,
Intereeting
NORTH
call.
SEDGWICK.
nd ron
member.. There waa a
Mrs. Annie G. Allen is ill with asthma.
s,d from absent
the storm.
•ood aitendance, considering
Mrs. C. H. Allen has been quite ill for a
W.
William
weak with the grip.
Abbie M., wHe of Qapt.
Feb. 18, at the age of slxty■eters, died
Forest Closson hurt his eye badly in the
and
three
months
days, woods
ine years, seven
last week.
she was stricken with
bree months ago
Misa Esther Allen, who has been ill for
'since.
nraly.iw. and had been helpless
For twelve years a week, is better.
lb„ failed gradually.
Rev. G. Mayo, of Ellsworth, supplied
her husband on bis forbe accompanied
the pulpit here Sunday, and will be here
never experiencing aeaaickign voyages,
of fear even in again March 1 for services morning and
tM or showing any sign
She was a faith- evening.
be most severe storms.
Feb. M.
A. Garfield W. R. C.
Rac.
nl member of James
sbs leaves one
leaides her husband,
NORTH
BROOKLIN.
and four
aughter, Mrs. E. F. Hinckley,
Herbert Hale has started his wood sawrsndchildren. All the kindness and atand friends are ing gasolene apparatus.
the
of
neighbors
tention
Mrs. Nellie Grindle, of West Sedgwick,
gratefully appreciated. Funeral services
Rev. W. H. McBride at is visiting George Grindle and wife.
vere conducted by
and she was
Miss Jennie Billings, who has been carthe home Thursday morning,
of the little boy
laid to rest by the side
ing for Mrs. Florence Flye daring her illago.
died
long
years
Who
ness, has returned Bluehiil.
M.
Feb. M.
Rev. Dr. Troy, of New York, evangelist,
accompanied by Mr. Syme, singer, led the
PENOBSCOT.
|
preaching service in the chapel Sunday
Mm. M. F. Bridges la visiting relatives afternoon. The
close attention given by
in Bangor.
a congregation that packed the chapel to
in
several
days
Mrs. C. K. Bridges spent
its doors, proved that every moment of
Bangor last week.
the service was deeply appreciated.
Miss Bessie Curtis, who has been visitilTg
Seldom if ever has this community been
F. N. Bowden and wife, has returned to shocked as it has by the sudden deaths of
Blaebill.
two well-known residents of the town.
Mrs. William Sellers and daughter Jean- Austin Turner, while filling his ice-house,
and
in
Orrington
ette are visiting relatives
dropped dead Friday, and Augustus G.
Bangor. Mias Jeanette will have her eyes ! Bray, while on the way home from church
treated.
Sunday morning, was stricken down.
The B class of the Castine normal school' Death in both cases was almost instantaneous.
Those left to mourn their loss
presented the drama, “Mr. Hob,” at Grange have
the heartfelt sympathy of ail.
hall, Saturday evening. Mach credit is
Feb. 24.
Xenophon.
for their excellent work.

in town.

to

social and ice-cream sale was held at
hall by teacher and pupils Wednesday
evening, Feb. 12. Proceeds, to purchase a
dictionary for the school, about f8.
P. S. Robbins and wife are glad to hear
good reports from their grandson, Pearl
Hanna, who is bra iceman on the Washington County railroad. Pearl spent many
years in this locality and his many friends
are glad to learn of his success and that
he stands a fine chance for promotion.
Feb. 21.
U.
A

Miss Basie J. Smith will leave Monday
Shaw business college, Portland.

Capt. Willard Staples and wife are home
a sea voyage, and
visiting friends

from
here.

Mrs. Arthur Waite, who has been vieiting Paul T. Small and wife, has returned
to Salem.

Capt. Tiiden Barter, of Isle an Hant, is
the guest of landlord Bweetser, at Hotel
Stonington.

_

Schools closed Feb. 14.

Henry Burrill is employed at Bass Harbor, by F. J. Rich.
W. J. Harper and H. L. Sawer have filled

Rev. J. P. Simonton has invited the
Masons and Eastern Start to attend church

Sunday morning.

Feb. 24.

Nihil.

a

j

sonic hall.

The many friends of Mrs. J. S. Heath
glad to learn that she is better.

are

Master Morris Somes met with a severe
accident while sliding last Friday, breaking his leg. Much sympathy is expressed

Winnie Bye is spending her vacation at
Oceanville with her grandmother, Mrs.
Jeremiah Greenlaw.

George Bryant,

who has

parents, Jacob Bryant and
on the steamer Mohawk.

his

by

all.

Friends of Miss Ada Brown are sorry to
hear of her illness, and hope for her

visiting
wife, has

been

speedy recovery.

gone

Feb. 24.

Rex.

Margaret, infant daughter of TheophiBLUEHILL FALLS.
Henry Young and wife, who have been lus McCauley and wife, of North StoningWoodlocke.
Feb. -4.
visiting relatives at Sound, returned home ton, died Feb. 15, aged three months.
Mrs. A. B. Conary is ill.
Whereat, Death has for the first time visMiss Eva Jones, of North Brooksville, a
Saturday.
Miss> Mattie Dow e spent last week here
ited our chapisr and the Heavently Father in
John A. Meader and wife and Bayard teacher at North Stonington, went home
His wisdom has removed from our circle our
visiting friends.
All are
Young have been at Calvin Young’s for a Feb. 12 for a few weeks’ stay.
beloved brother, Lester M. Hellers, and
Mrs. Belle Wood is at North Brooklin,
Whereat, Our departed brother hast endeared few days. They returned to Ellsworth pleased that she will return.
keeping house for H. H. Hale.
Feb.
H.
himself to us all by hfs many excellent quali- Sunday.
21._
A. B. Conary has returned from Blueties sad by strict adherence to the principles
Edward M. Curtis, accompanied by E.
DEER ISLE.
of the order, therefore be it
hill, where he spent two weeks w ith his
this morning for
Retoleed. That Penobscot chapter, O. E. 8., M. Cunningham, started
Mrs. Solomon Gray is seriously ill.
sister. Mrs. I. W. Dowe.
has lost one of its best beloved members, one Bangor, where he will enter the hospital
Judge E. P. Spofford and wife l?ft WedMaster James Flye has returned to his
for treatment for his eye, which was cut
who was ever ready to give to others symnesday for a two weeks’ trip to Washing- home in North Brooklin after having
pathy in time of sorrow, and relief in dla- by a flying chip nearly two mouths ago,
*
ton, D. C.
spent a month with his grandparents, A.
and which has been steadily growing
and
wife.
T.
W.
Retnleed, That we as members of the chap- worse.
L.
of
schooner
S.
G.
Conary
Staples,
Haskell,
It is hoped that he may And
ter. extend our heartfelt sympathy to the
Crumbs.
Feb. 24.
and his wife, who have just arrived from
speedy relief.
bereaved parents, in their houra of lonelinesa
are
of
Dr.
H.
W.
Small
Georgia,
guests
Tramp.
Feb. 24.
taking his place.

hellers is

_

and gnef.
Rttaleri.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
Mrs. N. L. Mills

Saturday.
Miss Lillian Sylvester, who baa

quite ill,

is

Engineer Harry Tapley
steamer

uted.

I

improving.

Columbia chapter, O. E. 8., will initiate
two candidate#
Friday evening, Feb. 28.

work.

running the

Golden Rod.

in

The Brooksville Lumber Co. will start
up its mill at Parker’s pond this morning.
It will be in charge of Mr. Crowell and
Lawrence Varnum.
Tombon.
Feb. 24.

a

superintendent

The real question
is, “What is meant by
Eczema?” If you mean those scaly eruptions, those diseases which make their
flrsl appearance, not at
birth, but years

afterward,

and perhaps not until middle
then there can no longer be any
Question that these forms of Eczema are
curable.
—

is

Ansel Harper has had another operation
performed, and at present writing is doing nioely.
Feb. 24.

H.

Rex.

PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands againtt the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imFrederick T. Homer.
mediately.
RnrV«on^t

THE

James

L.

Saunders,

jr.,

work for A. A. Goodell and

ployed

with

is

J. 8. Condon, at his

saw

mill,

Ormand Staples has returned from New

London, Conn., where he has been employed on a boat. He recently had his

Simple vegetable oil of wintergreen, hand crushed in a wheel, losing one
m*Xed with other
vegetable ingredients, finger and part of another.
kill the germs that infest the skin.
A.
Feb. 24.
Apply this prescription to the skin, and
WEST
BROOKLIN.
instantly that awful itch is gone. The
v«ry moment the liquid is applied, that
George Carter has gone to North Sedgagonizing, tantalizing itch disappears, and wick to work for Roy Allen.
continued applications of this external
Mrs. May Bridges is visiting her daughremedy soon cure the disease.
ter, Mrs. Roy Eaton, at West Tremont.
"e c«rry in stock this oil of winterRoy Carter and Clark Bridges have purgreen
properly compounded into D. D. D. chased a
gasolene boat of Eugene Day.
rescription. While we are not sore that
B.
11
Feb.
cure all those cases of skin trouble
24._
Miieh are
we
know
inherited,
positively
BUCKS PORT.
at this D. D.
D. Prescription, whenever
Edward A Buck, a native of Bucksport,
nghtly used, will cure every last case of
mangcnuine Eczema or other skin trouble, : for many years engaged in moccasin
ufacture in Bangor, died suddenly at his
*aich did not exist at birth.
home there Sunday, aged sixty-five years.
know this.
Anyway you, yourself,
"‘d know that
D. D. D. Prescription inA Sensation.
8
antly takes away the itch the moment it
The
marvelous
curative
properties of
applied to the skin. E. G. Moore, Ells- Foley’s Honey and Tar has proven a sensation
1 in many cases of severe coughs and colds that
°rth, Me.
that
itch
Stop
to-day—in- had refused to
to other treatment.
8
tly. Just call at our drug store and Foley’s Honey andyield
Tar will stop your cough,
*-ry this
heal the lungs and expel the cold from your
and
I
refreshing
soothing liquid; system. Contains no harmful drugs. O. A.
8180 a8*
about D. D. D. Soap.
Fabcbkk.

this week.

CORN SYRUP
An

sweet for all

people.
50c.
25c,
10c,
In air-tight tins,

everyday

subscriber
been

has
THEbeof the

CORN PRODUCTS
MFG. CO.

Alleston Powers, of Rock port, who has !
been visiting his uncle, Warren Powers, j

em-

j

j

IVOR.

hereby gives

notice

mat

Buuscnucr
Hereby gives notice that
.1. he has been duly appointed executor of
tbe last will and testament of
1
ELVIRA L JORDAN, late of ELLSWORTH
in the county ol
Hancock, deceased, and
as
bonds
the
law
directs.
All
given
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles P. Dork,
mediately.
Executor.
February 1.1908.

Small.

finished

now

in Rockland

Roy Greenlaw and wife have been visit- j
ing Mrs. Greenlaw’s sister, Mrs. Grover j

J. H. Billings and wife were in Penobscot over Sunday, guests of Mrs. Billings’
sister, Mrs. O. J. Billings.
has

was

10.

rime.

j

Mrs. Sarah A. Webster is ill.
C. Lowe

Fok

subscriber

he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
CORDELIA S. GILLEY, late of SOUTH- ‘J
WEST HARBOR.
^
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tbe terms of said will.
All persons having demands against tbe estate of said deceased are desired to present
tbe same for settlement, and all
indebted
thereto are requested to make payment irameniatelv.
Pkprick D. Gilley.
Vfnnwt
Keh R*1V0A.

of all makes

—

S.

petition.
Daniel H. Eppes, late of Ellsworth, in said
Petition filed by Louisa
county, decerned.
W. Eppe*, widow, for an allowance out of tha
personal estate of said deceased.
Jessie H. Mscomber, minor, of Franklin, la
said county.
First account of Effle M Mscomber. guardian, filed for settlement.
Thomas H. Macomber, minor, of Frankliia
in said county. First account of Effle M. Macomber, guardian, filed for settlement.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

THE

wife.

C.

..

<

Mae Hamblin, of West Stonington, is
visiting her grandparents, S. J. Eaton and

BROOKS VILLE.

the executrix therein named.
John Torrey, Jr„ lale of Burry, in said counPetition that Solomon Tiewty, deceased.
orgy or some other suitable pet son be appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Medbury J. Candaga,
a creditor of said deceased.
Sabin J. Hardison, late of Franklin. In said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Harry L. Crabtree, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Thomas Milan, late of Southwest Harbor, la
said county, deceased. Final account of Set*
W. Norwood, administrator, filed for settlement.
Edward B. Bodick. late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. First and final account of
Lucre B. Deesy, administrator, filed for settlement.
Ambrose Springer, late of Franklin, In said
county, deceased. First and final aooount off
Oniss Springer, executor, filed for settlement.
Mary B. Hinckley, late of Eden, in naif
First account of Bsra B.
county, deceased.
Higgins, executor, filed for settlement.
Alonzo Oolbv, late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. Second and final account
of Henry F. Andrews, trustee, filed for settlement.
Daniel H. Eppes, late of EllBwortb, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Henry A.
Eppes, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
In said petition.
Hattie B. Davis, late of Surry, in suid couaty, deceased. Petition filed by Alice H. -coltadministratrix, for lioense to sell certain read
estate of said deceased, as described in said

A

her

Feb. 24.

Elizabeth Partridge, late of Orland, In mid
county, deceased. A oerta.n instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by James,Fred Partridge. the ezeoutor therein named.
Albion T. Stubbs. late of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament off
said accessed, together with petition for probate thereof, preseoted by Rhoda A. StubbSL

A

SUNSET.

Admiral Blake, of Brooklin, is visiting
relatives here.

To all persona interested m either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Book sport, In ss|
for the county of flaaeock, on the foturUh
day of Pebruary, a. d. I
^HB following matters having been peasented for the notion thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellaworth American, a newspaper published a*
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth, in said county, on the third das of
March, a. d. 1908, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

STATE OF MAINE.
as.—At a probate coart held at
Bueksport, in and for said county or Hancock,
on the tenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and
eight, being an adjourned session of the February a. d. 1908. term of said court.
NOTICK OP rORKCLOSURK.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
T1THBREA8, Henry L. Rowe, of Aurora*
a copy of the last will and testament of
TT
county of Hancock, and State of
EDWARD G. GARDINER, late of BOSTON, Maine, did on the fonrteenth
day of Novemin the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth ber, a. d. 1885. by hie mortgage deed of that
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the pro- date, acknowledged November 14, a. d 1888*
bate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massa- and recorded in vol. 202, p»ge 312, of the regchusetts, duly authenticated, having been istry of deeds for Hancock county, Maine*
presented to the judge of prooate for our said • convey in mortgage to Nellie E. Dunham,
county of Hancock for the purpose of being of Amherst, county and 8tate aforesaid, the
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate following described real estate, viz.:
Five certain lots of wild land situated ia
court of our said county of Hancock.
Oidered, That notice thereof be given to Aurora, aforesaid, and being lots numbered
all persons interested therein, by publishing thirty-two (32). thirty three (88), ninety-on*
a copy of this order three weeks successively
(91). fifteen (15), and nineteen (19), on the plan
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper |1 of said town, said lots ninety-one and nineprinted at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- teen being conveyed in this mortgage, howcock. prior to the third day of March ever, subject to such exceptions, reservations
and incumbrances os are stated in deed H. M.
a.
d.
at
1908, that
may
appear
they
Hall et als. to said Rowe dated Sept. 17, 1885,
a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten recorded in the registty of deeds for said
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if Hancock county, in vol. 201, page 368, to whicla
I reference is hereby made for description of
any thev have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate. same, to be incorporated herein as and for
A true copy of the original order.
special description.
And whereas, thereafter on tbe ninth day
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register. ,
I of December, a. d. 1887. the said Nellie E. Dunham. by her assignment of that date, recorded
STATE OF MAINE.
December 19, 1887, in vol. 222, page 534, of the
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at ! registry o? deeds for said Hancock county,
Bueksport, in and for said county of Hancock, Maine, did sell, assign, transfer and convey
said mortgage deed and the note debt, and
on the fourth day of February, in the year ol
claim thereby secured to Julia A Giles, of
nine hundred and
our Lord one thousand
Aurora. Hancock county. Maine, to which aseight.
signment and the record thereof reference ia
CERTAIN instrument purporting to bt
here made.
the last will and testament and one codiAnd whereas, thereafter, on the thirteenth
cil of
MARY H PIKE, late of CALAIS,
day of November, a. d. 1905. the said Julia A.
Giles by her assignment of that date, recorded
in the county of Washington, deceased, having teen presented for probate iD this county | September 4, a. d. 1907, in vol. 442, page 275. of
of Hancock, the judge of probate for said said Hancock c- uniy registry o> deeds, did
county of Washington, being interested in seil. assign, transfer and convey said mortsaid estate iu a sura not less than one hundred gage deed, and tbe note, debt and claim
dollars.
thereby secured to Sarah £. Rowe, of said
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to Aurora, to which assignment and the record
all persons interested, bv causing a copy of thereof reference ia here made.
And whereas, the condition of said mortthis order to be published time weeks successively >n the Calais Advertiser, a newspa- gage is broken and now remains broken and
now therefore, I tbe said Sarah
in
said
of
at
Calais,
unperformed,
county
per publishe
Washington, aud in the Ellsworth American, E. Rowe being the holder and owner of said
a newspaper published at Ellsworth. iD said
mortgage by assignment as aforesaid, do
county ot Hancock, prior to the third day of hereby claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
March, a. d. 1908, that they may appear at a for breach of tbe condition thereof and do
probate court, then to *e btld at Ellsworth, hereby give this notice of my intention to
within aud for said county of Hancock, at ten foreclose at id mortgage for breach of the cono’clock in the forenoon, and .‘how cause, if ditio thereof.
Datis this eleventh day of February, a. d.
any they have, why the prayer of the peti
1908.
Sarah B. Rows.
tiorer should not be granted.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
he has been duly appointed administrator of tbe estate of
ELIZABETH F. HOMER, late of BUCKSHancock

S. J. Eaton is ill.

ECZEMA"

Some physicians say “Yea”.
Home say “No”.

aged lady,

Lily Cole has returned to her home at
Seaville for a week’s stay.

of schools.

Stephen Small lost a new-milch cow reHe found her in the morning with
cently
sister
Mrs. J. P. Dunne U visiting
her leg broken.
at Sargentville.
atfocrtianiuntt.
Joseph Sellers has gone to Rockland to
Henry Gray and family have been visit- be present at the graduation of his brothin Harborside and Cape Rosier.
ing
er Alvin from the business college.
NOW CURABLE.
Miss Grace Gray is at home from North
Miss Mertice Small gave an enjoyable
All Itching Skin Diseases Which are Brooklin, where she has been teaching.
entertainment in the chapel Friday evenThere was an entertainment for the ben- ing for the benefit of the church. NotNot Hereditary Instantly Reefit of the church at Eels hall, Tuesday withstanding the bad weather the house
lieved by Oil of Winterevening, Feb. 18. After supper an in- was well filled. Receipts, fl8.
teresting programme was presented. IceFeb. 22.
E.
green.
cream was served and
games enjoyed.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Can Eczema be* cured?
Proceeds, |2).50.
First Selectman J. G. Eaton and Captf

an

Collins Campbell has gone to McKinley

Feb. 24.

SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.

|

having

Almena Rceordin,

to work.

Town meeting is attracting but little attention this year. Few matters of unusual interest will come up. The most
important is to see if the town will build
Stinson’s neck bridge, and to see if the
town will again unite with other towns

The town reports have beeri received
from the printer and are beiug distrib-

been

G. S. Bridge# haa gone to Lubec to get
the dam factory In readineaa for aprlng

is

Mrs.

very low.

Woodworth’s entertainments.

gor.

PEBEIHS,
Audi a Leach.
Committee on reaolnttons.

J. H. Somes is very ill.

The “farmer’s ball” at town hall Friday
evening was a great success. All enjoyed
themselves, as they always do at Manager

ill.

Town meeting Monday, March 2.
Rev. A. C. Hunt has returned from Ban-

SKKIB

SEDGWICK.
Mrs. O. P. Carter returned from Lynn

is

CENTER.

wife.

and

That our charter be draped in
mourning tor thirty days, that tbeae resolutions be made a part of our records, and that
copies be sent to the bereaved family, and to
The Ellsworth American for publication.
Jenhib BatDoaa,

the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, In said coanty of Hancock, prior to the third day of March
a. d. 1906, that they may appear si a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original
order.
(inai oruer.
Attest:
F. Mahoney, Register.
in

There will be an illustrated lecture on
Julia Shepherd, who has been with Mrs.
Hopkins on Merchant’s island this winter, “Ben Hur” on Thursday evening, at Mahome.

Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to

persons interested therein, by publishing
j allcopy
of this order three weeks successively

Mrs. Mary A. Hamor, who has been visher sister, Mrs. Quinn, at West Eden,
returned home on Friday of last week.

Mrs. Annie Stinson and daughter Cassie,
who spent the winter at Prospect Harbor,
are home.

wife have returned from a visit to friends at Bar Harbor and Sound.

N.

Surpose

|

iting

Mrs. Annie Stinson is caring (or Mrs.
Fred Sawyer, of Stonington, who is ill.

is

Sound

IjpIRotto.
STATE OP MAINS.
Hancock N.-AI » probate oourt held at
Bucksport, in and lor said county o# Hancock,
on the fourth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
M.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
codicil thereto of
ALEXANDER MAITLAND,
late of the city, county, and State of New
Ydrk, deceased, and of the probate thereof in
the said state of New York, duly exemplified,
having been presented to the lodge of probate for our said county of Hancock tor the
of being allowed, fifed and recorded
a the
probate coart of oar ssid coanty of

MT. DESERT.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

j

El li worth, rialne.

Oapt. E. P. Sawyer, of Southwest Harbor, visited his mother, Mrs. C. H. Sawyer, last week.

Subject “Popularity”.
Chester Robbins and wife, and George
Miss Mary Knight, who has been in
Porto Rico teaching, is visiting ber sister, Robbins and wife, of Opechee, spent part
Mrs. Edward Johnson. Miss Knight will of last week with relatives here.
leave this ween for the U. of M., to comA supper and sale of useful and fancy
plete her course.
articles was held at the hall Thursday
William B. Gott, of Stony Brook, Minn., evening, Feb. 20. Proceeds about $20, for
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. S. Thurlow. the cemetery.
Mr. Gott is a native of this place, and
Capt. E. C. Harper lost a tine horse
went West when quite young. He has not recently, one of his handsome
span.
been here for eighteen years.
Capt. Harper's son Austin had been using
The officers-elect of Stonington com- the horse hauling wood, and had taken
pany, uniform rank K. of P., were in- him into the stable, when suddenly the
stalled Wednesday evening by Col. Ricker, animal gave a loud cry, and fell, dying
of Portland, and inspected by Col. Reid, almost instantly. Heart disease is thought
of Waterville.
A grand military ball to be the cause.

Htflal JfoticrB.

Ymbl

their ice-houses.

Rev. C. W. Robinson, who has been ill,
is oat again.
He will lecture Sunday
evening at the Congregational chnrch.

followed.
Feb. 22.

atturtlMmntt*.

Our delicious Cod Liver
preparation without oil.
Better than old-fashioned
cod liver oil and emulsions
to restore health for
Old people, delicate children,
weak run-down persons,and
after sickness, colds, coughs,
bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try It on our guarantao.
0. A. PARCHER, Druggist.

the

to attend

Friday, returning Saturday.
E. M. Cunningham and

many friends hope for a speedy recovery.
Daring his absence from his store, E. F-

MrB. | Nellie Hanna, of Southwest llarb6r, is visiting her parents, P. S. Robbins
and wife.

Mrs. Bert Bray has gone to Portland to
visit her sister, Mrs. Warren Colby.

SOUTH SURRY.
Howard Cunningham went

SEAL COVE.

Mrs. George Urquhart, of Vinalbaven,
is visiting Mrs. Edward Condon.
Miss Alma Flagg, of Milbridge, is visiting ber mother, Mrs. B. B. Thurlow.

due the students

large audience.
There
badly
B. H. Leach Jammed his toe
last week, by a large cake of ice falling upills
He is confined to the house,
on it.

undergoing treatment at the Woman’s
Club hospital in Roxbury. Her many
friends here hope for her speedy recovery. |
Oood catches of eels are being made at
the Quahog pond.
Feb. 24.
Q.

oihtr pagtt

tot

Mr. Parker, of the Ryan-Parker (Jo., is

_

was a

County

News

BTONINQTON.

work

Boston, i. visiting

evening.

COUNTY NEWS.
•hr additional

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminis-

estate of
CHARLES A. BsRRETT. late
in the county ot Hancock
trator

has returned home.

Mrs. Allen Green has returned home to ]
Her mother, Mrs. George Small, j
is still quite ill. Miss Florence Grimes is
caring for her.
Feb. 24.
H.
Deer Isle.

PRETTY MARSH.
James Hersey has been visiting relatives
here.

Mrs. Madison Snow, of Seal Harbor, is
her parents, W. H. Freeman and

visiting
wife.

Mrs. R. H. Davis and son, who have
the Freeman house the past week,
returned to Trenton Sunday.

Pure us a lily,
White as snow,
Sweet ;\s a kiss
Neath Mistletoe.

been at

Edgar Walls, of Otter Creek,
spending a few days at Mrs.

been
Melinda

has

Ober’s.

Mrs. Winslow Newell, of Boston, forSadie Dodge, of this place, is

merly Miss

“TownTalk’Tlour
(America’* Create* t

Winter Wheat

Patent)

Suffering & Dollars Saved.
E. S. Loper, of Marilla, N. Y., says:

“I
and have had many severe
cuts healed by Bucklen’s Arnica Salve. It
has saved me suffering and dollars. It is
by far the best healing salve 1 have ever
found.” Heals burns, sores, ulcers, fever
25c. at E. G.
sores, eczema and piles.

am a

Is Nature’s best

carpenter

Moore’s, druggist.

Replenishment,
Her
Jitk your Grocer for “TId •Bits" from “Town Talk"

Cooktbvok*

~

of BLURHILL*
deceased, and
All persons
given bond* as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to prenem the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quested to make payment immediately.
Edw ard C. Barrett.
BlueMM F^b. k 190S

—

the latest

“

Staff of Life"

Most excellent.

~

wn Bl., Hew
Mr. (More* *»• ABwry, w
Y
Nsw York, writ** i
••Somehow I have always had a prejudice against »dT„
Used medicine, but I want to make one decided
except!,*
In favor of Parana.
••I caught a cold laat winter and it settled in tW|
and head, developing a moat persistent catarrh, whfek
seemed to defy all medicines until 1 tried Peruns. Befor,
I had nsed two bottles I considered myself cured.”

Mr*. Emm* p. Mom ford, No.
1 Olaen’* Court, Salt Lake city,
Utah, writ**:
“Tour month* ago I became
chll'ed through and through
by getting my f**t wet.
“The next morning I waa
a tiff and aore with a
aevere
cold which had aettled all over
my body. The blood aeemed to
rush to myhead,eaualngdUclne*a and blinding head ache*.
“A* aoon aa Pernna waa recommended to m* I decided to
glT* It a trial and am pleaeed
to aay that It cured me after
I had naed It only two month*.
“I think yon have a aplendld
medicine and gladly endorae
It."
People proferrlng aolld medicine* ahonld call for Pernna
tablet*. Each tablet la eqnlTalent to on* average do** of
Pernna.

City,

i

rtRS.
ALICE J.

BORDNER

PERIINA A REAL MEDICINE
I

Those Who Slander
Peruna Know Nothinq About It.

be so need one trial will be snflkleatti
disabuse bit mind.
Peruna la a great and useful family
medicine. It la nurd in multitudes of
bonier. It hae boeome a standard remRead The Enthusiastic Testimonials on edy for Tarioua petty ailments in Us
home. It la especially useful for climatia
This
diseases. It la an excellent remrdyfor
colds, it la a well-tried remedy for caThese Testimonials Were Given Out of Pure Gratitude tarrh In all forma.
We have a multitude of testimonials
For The Benefit Received From Pe ru-na.
recommending it for colds, for broaor to take it in doses
as
a
about
beverage
criticize
to
things
It Is bo easy
cbltis, for various affections ot Us
sufficient to
which the critic knows nothing.
produce anything like in* respiratory and alimentary organs.
it to thia
if
after
toxication,
are
putting
There
Take, for instance, Peruna.
This la well known to all who know
teat inch a person is still of the opinion
Peruna by actual experience.
plenty of people who are willing to say that Peruna is a
alcoholic
disguised
never
have
Peruna is this and that, who
“Cures All Catarrhal Diseases.*
he will be warranted in making
tasted Peruna, and have never known drink,
Mr. I. W. Klghtllnger, ('ambridge,
inch a statement. Practically, Peruna
anything about its effects upon the
have any mors
cannot be so used. Any one who knows Neb., writes: “I don’t
human system.
trouble in my throat, and hare not had
anything about Peruna by personal use
There are people who say, and probaknows that Peruna is a medicine. The a headache for four weeks.
bly believe, that Peruna is used as a
‘■Peruna la the very medicine for cavery label on the bottle,giving the prinwould
It
some
people.
lievcrage by
tarrh. There la no medicine like It la
active ingredients, furnishes inbe the easiest thing in the world to show cipal
the I'nited States, for I hare tried agood
disputable proof that Peruna is a medi*
the falsity of such a Itelicf.
before ustng Peruna.
cal compound. We will be willing to many
the
Let any one who rends this go to
“I will keep it In my bonne to gaud
guaruntee that no normal person can or
of
will use Peruna as a beverage.
drug store and purchase a bottle
If against catarrh, as it car as all catarrhs!
this remedy can diseases.”
Peruna. If, after attempting to use it any one thinks

THE

PEOPLE WHO USE IT ARE THE
ONLY RELIABLE WITNESSES.

Page.

Throat and Mean.
Mrs. I. D. Hayes, 1987 Druid Hill, Baltimore, Mil., writes:

Gained Thirty Pounds.
Mrs. Alice J. Bordner, 1311 Maple Ave.,
Harrisburg, Pa., writes:
“I have found a cure in Peruna. I
cannot recommend Peruna enough, and
1 also thank you for your kind attention
to me. I am as well as could he ever
since I began taking Peruna, and will
recommend it toothers. 1 only weighed
05 pounds before taking Peruna; now 1
! weigh 125.w

Catarrh of Bronchial Tubes.
Mr. Wickliffe R. Smith, editor of The
Potlatch Herald, formerly principal of
the schools at Cameron, Idaho, writes:
“For some time 1 suffered with catarrh of the threat and bronchial tubes.
44I tried many remedies, but could find
nothing that would give me relief. Finally I tried Peruna. Three bottles cured
me, sound and well. I believe it will do
as much for other* as it did for me.”
ELLSWORTH REUNION.
Third Annual in Boston, Another Big
Success.
[By Charles E. Bellatty.]
The Elleworta reunion association held
its third annual meeting in Paul Revere
hall, Mechanics building, Boston, on Tuesday evening, Feb. 18, and scored another
brilliant success. It is bard to believe
that the founders of the association ever
dreamed of a more soul-satisfying outcome of their plans and labor than they
had in this third reunion.
To be sore the large number who
attended were not all talking about Ellsworth and good times there. No, indeed,
the whole of Hancock county was represented^ but it was so largely an Ellsworth
gathering that all praise for it goes unanimously to the officers of the Ellsworth
aseociation and their committee of
arrangements.
And right here is a good time to say
that the aforesaid officers and committee
were as follows:
Mrs. William P. Clough,
president; Mrs. Charles E. Bullard, vicepresident; Mrs. Robert Leighton, treasurer; Mrs. R. M. Palmer, secretary; and
Messrs. Stetson Foster, chairman, Frederick A. Davis, M. D., James A. Davis, D.
E. Brow n, M. D., and Martin L. Adams,
committee of arrangements.
An even greater sociability characterized this meeting than was so noticeably
the great feature of the previous reunions.
There was a more evident general commingling. The small groups of gentlemen
in the halls and tbe smoking rooms were
fewer. Everybody seemed to be getting
better aquainted, to be feeling at home in
the big ball room. The evening was

gloriously seasonable one, bright with
moonlight, and the attendance was large.
By actual count 411 tickets were used;
a

many more tickets were sold. In several
instances the illness of one member
kept a whole family away from the
reunion. With such favorable weather
conditions as blessed the night of the
reunion this year, it is safe to ^predict
that next year will see a gathering of not
less than 500 former residents of Hancock
county.
No, there wasn’t any business meeting

IWjmiwnmtt,

a;
FOR

CATARRH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Owes Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh and drives
away aCold in the Head quickly. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Full size
50 cts. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York,

“Pernna is one of the best remedies
for grippe, cold in the head, sore throat,
nervous headaches, and conghs that has
ever been discovered.
After the use of
one bottle in my family I don’t feel safe
without Perurm in my house.”
In a later letter Mrs. Hayes says: “I
am never without a bottle of Pcruna in
the house. I ilnd it good for most every
complaint. I give tlie children Peruna
\ if they have a cold and it always relieves them. I don’t think I could fiud
i a better remedy to give my children.”

|

the

Here

there were no set speeches, no entertainment; that the Ellsworth reunion is
no place for professional entertainers was
quickly discovered before the first reunion
was really underway.
Music there was,
and the orchestra was of a size in keeping
with the big hall. But nobody listened to

so

useful for the marchi ig out to partake of the ices and cakes
in the dining-room, and the dancers got a
lot of enjoyment from the hard-working
musicians. But there was sweeter music
in the voices of friends.
The writer cannot recall a selection that
the orchestra played. All through the
evening there constantly revolved in his
mind the refrain of a song he heard Will
Dillon sing at the Orpheum theatre a
month ago: “WeVe here because we’re

here,

It

was

because we’re

Sor

here, because we’re

HERE!”
reporter from the Herald dropped in
to see what was causing such a stir on
Huntington avenue afier curfew, stayed
A

five

minutes, and told away the
a paragraph next morning.

whole

—

story in

like one big, happy family—
••They
everybody knew everybody else. There was
dancing, and later ices and cake, but better
than everything else the whole evening long
was the joyful spirit of
comradeship of “mine
own
people” which laughed out of everybody's eyes and sounded from everybody's

At a business meeting <k tbe association
last evening, the following officers were
elected: Reunion officers, Mrs.

were

lips.”
The only way to realize the glorions

joyment

to be obtained from

reunions is

by attending

one,

one

en-

of these

by becoming

part of it yourself. There never is anything like it in Ellsworth, there never has
been anything like it. Here all meet on
nearer a common
footing than would be
the case if the reunion were held in Ellsworth. Up here in Paul Revere hall each
one of ns is host or
hostess, everybody is
a

“receiving”,

the

gathering

is

COUNTY NEWS. COUNTY NEWS.

occasion with the greatest enjoyment.
was Charles Curtis talking with a
For Additional County .\>im.
olJ*«r pager.
cousin whom he hadn't seen (or twenty
of
bis
boyhood
years, and meeting friends
BROOKUN.
whose handshakes he might never have
Frank Herrick spent a few days at Deer
felt again if he had gODe to Ellsworth the
Isle last week.
night before as he had intended. FortuMiss Eva Herrick was the guest of Mrs.
nately he had been prevailed upon to stay
Fred Stuart last week.
for the reunion.
Here was George Woodward just back
Edgar Wells and wife are visiting tbeir
from a trip through the West which h< daughter in Portland.
hates worse than p’iaen.
(Ever heal
Rev. Mr. Cummings, of Rockland, is
George tell about sitting all alone one visiting Rev. A. W.
Bailey.
Thanksgiving afternoon in a Chicage
Capt. Fred Phillips and wife visited
theatre at a performance of “Shore Acres’
friends in Burry last week.
with James A. Herne playing Uncle Nat
Julian Moore and wife, of Deer Isle, visBerry, of Lamolne, and telling about gain
up to Ellsworth and buying things for the ited at J. B. Babson’s last week.
Christmas stockings? Wouldn’t that
A. H. Mayo and wife were guests of B.
make you appreciate an Ellsworth reH. Mayo and wife at Ellsworth last week.
union?) Well George looked happy, and
Miss Nellie Anderson, who has been
so did E. W. lord.
visiting at Bert Anderson’s, has returned
This was Mr. Lord’s first chance to home.
Miss Gertrude Parker is home from
attend one of these reunions. He had been
in Porto Rico during the previous twe Providence, R. I., where she has been employed.
winters. This was his opportunity tc
Haven school cloeed Saturday.
Mias
meet a great many friends whom he had Helen
Strout, teacher, has returned to
not seen for years. His wife and little son Cherry field.
and his mother were with Mr. Lord, and
Charles Hooper, G. D. D., of Castine,
they all received a glorious welcome mace his official visit to Naskeag lodge, F.
and A. M., Wednesday evening.
especially from members of Mr. Lord'!
; Mrs. Elijah Gray, who has been in Bauclass at tbe Ellsworth high school.
lor medical treatment, has returned
This class, 1891, had six representative!
ome much improved in health.
at the reunion, probably more than any
Bluehill
lodge of I. O. O. F. will work
|
other high school class which graduated i • degree at Brooklin this evening.
C^uite
a
as
crowd
is
nearly
many years ago.
expected. Supper will be
I
It is inevitable that there are faces miss- served.
ing from the gatherings year by year. Bui
Mrs. Elizabeth Freethey, who has been
it is also to be remembered that there are at the
eye and ear infirmary to have catanew faces to be seen at each reunion.
ll racts removed from both
| is
eyes, came home
j
reasonable to believe that
will
Her sight is much improved.
al£
attend the next reunion who wST car
Mrs. Hiram Bartlett, who has been with
! do so.
Mrs. Freetbey, accompanied her home.

of any sort connected with this third reunion. The committee in charge didn’t
have* the heart to call a halt to the festivity even long enough to elect officers
and arrange things for next year. One
look around the big ball room answered
the question as to whether or not to continue the annual reunions—if such a question, by any possibility, had entered the
mind of any person there—and it would
be a pessimist indeed who could imagine
that any board of officers could undo next
year the work so ably performed by the
officers and committees in charge of the
previous reunions.
Just as there was no business meeting,

the music.

|

joyously

informal.
We all feel that it’s nobody’s
fault but our own if we fail to share in the
delights of the evening.
The committee in charge know from
experience that no formalities will be
demanded of them, and so they exercise a
general supervision over the arrangements, help us find one another in the
gathering, and show by their countenances
that for this evening, above all
others,
they will be members of the Don’t Worry
Club.
In such a happy social
gathering it is
j not easy to say who will look back upon

Evelyn

OBITCABY.
The

for additional

Cbunty Soar

NORTHEAST

if*

t

success

of

tiie

entertainment.

Her

Britfjfs of the
P< ultry Farm” was perfect, while little
Miss Emma Holmes enacted the unruly
child to perfection. The characters «m
all well taken. The musical program*
included piano doeta, by Mrs. Scott sad
Miss Cora Mills, a song by Etta Loot and
Mildred Savage, ana a song by liUk
Frances Lunt.
Feb.

other payit

>R.

Min Bessie Eaton ia visiting it the home
ot her aider, Mrs. L. Wilson.
a

ic

impersonation

Mias EoU Bn; ha* returned home alter
short visit to Iriends in Portland.

of

“Mrs.

31._

Ethel Reed, who has been teaching at
Seal Cove, is spending her vacation at
home.

LAMOINE.
There will be a social dance at the tows
ball on Friday evening, Feb. 28. Muec
by Wilson's orchestra, of Ellsworth.

Rev. J. O. Jenkins preached two intersermons
Sunday at the Union
church.

esting

The Congregational aid society 'will
with Mrs. Annie Smallidge Tuesday
afternoon.

SttMTttflCamtft

meet

Two Bottles

Mrs. C. D. Joy has gone to New York to
an extended visit to her daughter,
Mrs. 1. E. Treworgy.

make

BENEFIT

The Baptist society gave a supper at the
parish house last Tuesday evening. The

DYSPEPSIA

proceeds were satisfactory.
Elwell Bartlett has returned home from
Boston where he has been employed the
last year.
His stay is indefinite.
Mrs. J. H. Branacom has returned home
after a visit with her daughter in Charleston and friends in East Eddington.
The Baptist sewing circle met with Mrs.
F. L Phillips Thursday. It will meet with
Mrs. C. 11. Bunker next Thursday.
MiBS Grace Frost left Friday for Orono

to spend a few days with Miss
who is attending the University of

Knight,

Maine.
Mrs. Philip Allen slipped and fell on the
ice last Monday, breaking her leg jnal
above tbe ankle. She is getting on nicely.
The Northeast Harbor bowlers entertained tbe Southwest Harbor bowlers last
Thursday night. Southwest Harbor was
defeated ‘AW pins.
Rev. J. R. Norwood, the former pastor at
St. Mary's-by-tbe-Sea, with his
daughter
Myrtbe, is in tow n for a lew days. He
preached two interesting sermons on Sunday.
Feb. 24.
N. F.

;
1
1

Meddybemps, Me.. Aug. n. 19*
“For years I have been troubled
with dyspepsia, and after tiling tw*
bottles of *1*. P.’ Atwood's Bitten, I
find myself much improved. As «
spring tonic I believe it has no equal
Yours respectfully.
Mrs. Helen Spaulding.
Everyone can give a free rein to the
appetite without suffering the consequences, by keeping the digestion actor,
stomach healthy, liver lively, and bo*'
els regular.
"L F.” Atwood's Bitten
regulate, bring sure relief, establiffl
natural conditions, and keep the organ*
clean, active and healthy. 3Gc. at dreg
itore.

Remove The Cause.

community was saddened and
Kent Bullard, president; Frederick A.
Davis, vice-president; Stetson Foster, ! shocked by the sudden death of Augustus
How to Krnieely Much of the
Charles
t).
E.
Bray, one of our most prominent busiBellatly, secretary.
j treasurer;
lug III Ellsworth,
ness men,
Sunday, Feb. 2J. Mr. Bray had
EllsThere is hardly a family in
attended the morning services at the
Keith’s Theatre, Huston.
mie of
worth where there are not
It is seldom that a star or an act makes church with his wife, whom he left to
u
at
more members who suffer
SOUTHWEST HARBOR
the Sunday school
session, while
| such a hit in vaudeville that it is deemed attend
from the effects of a weak »t°™'
A series of informal flinch
*
wise to arrange for a return dale during he went home. Mrs. Stephen McFarland
parties has
It mey be that this occurs on!}
called at the house on her
same season,
way home from added mnch to the social enjoyment of the eating some food that does not ag
; the
but an exception is I
;
church
nig
and found
him
dead on the village this winter.
! Nance O’Neil, who is to play a return
or because of a supper late at
kitchen floor.
It may be that the stomach
i engagement at Keith's next week, when death due to Dr. Herrick pronounced The spirit of Christian fellowship has or
can
apoplexy. Mr. Bray had beer, strongly cemented between the sis- weak ti'at scarcely any food
! she will give the sleep-walking scene from i
in his usual health
been
eaten without pain aud disirts-’to the time of ter churches since
“Macbeth”.
up
j
they have been worThe only way to treat a condition
Willard Simms, assisted by Edith Con- I his death, excepting for an attack of grip shiping together, while the
Congrega- this kind successfully is with “i_®
a few weeks ago.
He was a life-long res- tional church is
rad, will present the funny farce, “Flindwithout a pastor.
It removes the cause of iudlgw*
ers’ Furnished Flat,” with Simms as the ident of this place, and was connected
of the b
An interest ceremony took
place at the weakness Of the muscles
with all the improvement societies of the
amateur paper-hanger.
ach and bowela, and re*toff? .„d
Methodist
church
Feb.
9.
After
the
serClement De Li on, the billiard ball town. He wae a friend to all, especially mon
to health
by Presiding Elder HaskeU the in- whole digestive system care of ai
to the young men, and a eitiaen whom
the fant
manipulator, who does wonderful tricks
strength so that It takes
of
Rev.
daughter
O.
G.
Barnard
and
food that Is eaten.
with twelve ivory globes, Barry and town will long miaa.
w*!e was baptised ia water
Mr. Bray was a shoemaker
brought from
Get well and strong by using
by trade the river Jordan.
Hughes, in a new sketch called “The Soul
which
he had aiwaya followed, and his j
tablets. Take the remedy at th®
and the Heel”, Emma Francis, the whirlwhenjo
The
ladies’
aid
society held a sale and symptom of indigestion, few
wind dancer, with her two little Arab “little shop” at the corner wae a favorite
be cured easily with a
assistants who are great tumblers, Torcat, resort to both young and old, as Mr. Bray entertainment t. Feb. 18, realising |50.
However, no case of stomach
Great credit is due Miss Uses
was weU versed in town
the eccentric French comedian, Lee
Mayo for is too severe or chronic for #»>
hietory, and an
Tung
Foo, the Chinese baritone vocalist, whose intereating conversationalist.
; to overcome.
„ha).
No Case on Record.
He leavee a widow-, who will
rendition of Irish ballads is
G. A. P.rcher sells it under an
sadly miss
extremely
a®
lute guarantee to refund the
funny, Ben Beyer and brother in odd feats his loving care. The sympathy of the
community is extended to the sorrowing
unlese It cures. A ao-cent
of cycling, new pictures by the kinetowi
; for a couple of weeks, and
graph, and a half dozen more vaudeville family.
^
box
acts will complete the programme.
more real good than a dozen
Feb. 24.
Use Femme.
■

|

...

trou^

box»*0

the ordinary digeative tablets.

